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Kaplan English Programs

Kaplan's English Language and Test Preparation courses offer a "one-stop-shop" for rnternational students. lf you
want to improve your English for academic or professional purposes, the following Kaplan courses can help you:

GENERAL INTENSIVE ENGTISH

One of our most popular offerings, Kaplan's Ceneral Intensive English course is the fastest and most effective way
for students to improve their English. This full-time program integrates the four key elements of language learning-
listening, speaking, reading, and writing. Kaplan accelerates your learning by combining class time, computer lab

practice, and a variety of specialized workshops that focus on specific skills. The challenging cuniculum and intensive

schedule are designed for both the general language learner and the academically bound student.

GENERAL ENGLISH

Our Ceneral English course is a semi-intensive program designed for students who want to improve their
listening and speaking skills without the time commitment of an intensive program. With morning class time and
flexible computer lab hours throughout the week, our Ceneral English course is perfect for every schedule. You

can spend your free afternoons sightseeing, visiting universities, or participating in our optional activities program,

TOEFL AND ACADEMIC ENGLISH

Our world-famous TOEFL course prepares you for the TOEFL and also teaches you the academic language needed

to succeed in a university. Designed for high-intermediate level English speakers, our course includes TOEFL-

focused advanced reading, writing, listening, conversation, and grammar. You will also take simulation TOEFL tests
complete with scores that monitor your progress, give feedback in areas that you should work on, and give detailed

study suggestions using our computer labs and Kaplan's exclusive proprietary TOEFL software in our language lab.

We'll teach you how to get a higher score!

SAT FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

Do you want to earn a bachelor's degree from a U.S. university? Kaplan's SAT for International Students course
prepares you for the SAT test with in-depth review, step-by-step guidance from Kaplan's expert teachers,
intensive practice, and our structured seltstudy materials.

KAPLAN
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GRE FOR INTERNAT10NAL STUDENTS
Do you vvantto earn a master′ s degree in engineenng′ inforrlnation technolo8y′ or architecture fronl a∪ S

univergtゾ Kaplan′ s GRE forlnternajonal Students course prepares you forthe test wtth in― depth review′ step― by―

step guidance f「 om Kaplan′ s expert teachers′ intensive practicer and our structured selistudy materials

CMAT FORINTERNAT10NAL STUDENTS
Do you vvantto get an lⅥ BA frorn a top business school?Kaplan′ sGんlAT for lnternational Students course

prepares you forthe test with in― depth review′ step―by― step guidance from Kaplan′ s expert teachers′ intensive

practice′ and our structured sel「study rnaterlals.

BUSINESS ENGLISH
This course focuses on the business― related English communication skllls needed to function confidently

in a business setting′ ぃJhile at the same tirrle exposing participants to basic concepts of American business

and corporate culture.ln this courser Students vvi‖ actively participate in sirnulated business meetings and

ne80tiations′ give presentations′ compose standard business corresPondence and reports′ and discuss business

lectures in order to achieve theirlanguage― learning goals and master standard Amencan pronunciation.

TOEIC EXAM
Kaplan′ s listening and reading― based course teaches you the skills and strategies you need to raise your TOEIC

exarn score This course focuses on professional English language skills and offers Kaplan′ s exclusive TOEI(l exam

test taking strategies.You will get extensive practice wた h sample quesjons and fulHength exams.Our TOEIC

Exam course provides the quickest and most effective rnethod forimproving yourtest score.

APPLYING TO KAPLAN ENGLISH PROGRAMS
To get rrlore inforrllation,or to apply for adrrlission to any of Kaplan′ s programs forinternational students or

professionals′ you can contact us at:

Kaplan English Programs

700S.Flower Street′ Suite 2900

Los Angeles′ ⊂A90017

∪SA

Tel:(213)452-5800o「 800-818-9128

Fax:(213)892-1360

Email:wo‖d@kaplanocom

∪RLi vⅧハv.kaplanenglish com
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How to Use This Book

This book is designed to help you achieve the highest possible score on the TOEIC exam. The text includes easy-
to-learn strategies, proven test-taking tips, a weekly study planner, essential vocabulary-building exercises, a CD
with accompanying transcripts, and a complete practice test-all to give you the best chance on Test Day. Here's
how to use the various components of this book.

Step One: Read Chapter I

In this section, you will get an overview of the TOEIC exam, become familiar with all the test forms to be filled
out, and learn about the key Kaplan strategies for a high TOEIC exam score.

Step Two: Fill Out Your Study Planner

Anyone who has taken the TOEIC exam will agree: You cannot squeeze all your study time into a week. Therefore,
turn to chapter 2, and fill in the study planner with realistic study goals. Think about how many weeks you have until
Test Day and how much time you can dedicate each day to studying. Remember that if you have worked all day,
you may not have the energy to learn new vocabulary. Instead, use the time to review materials you have already
mastered, and save the more difficult sections for when you are fresh and rested.

Step Three: Sharpen Your Skills

For each section of the exam, this book provides example questions along with proven strategies for conectly
answering these types of questions. lt highlights the most important strategies so you can easily refer to them.
After the examples, you will find practice questions.

Once you complete the questions, turn to the answer explanations; here you will find an analysis of both correct
and incorrect answer choices. Be sure to read all of the explanations for each answer choice so that you understand
your mistakes and learn how the test makers try to distract you. On the day of the test, you'll be able to eliminate
incorrect choices more efficientlv.

Step Four: Use the Audio CD

The first four parts of the TOEIC exam test listening comprehension. The audio CD will build your listening skills
while helping you become accustomed to these parts of the test. The transcripts of the CD appear in part 6 of
this book.

KAPLAN
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Step Five: Build Your Vocabulary

The wider your vocabulary the better you will do on the TOEIC exam. Fortunately, the TOEIC exam tests the

same words and phrases over and over again, which is why we have assembled word lists with the most

common word families found on the TOEIC exam.

Using these lists and the practice exercises that follow will not only extend your vocabulary but also teach you to

use and understand words in their many forms-verbs, adjectives, or gerunds.

Remember: When you encounter an unfamiliar word or phrase in this booh take the time to look it up in the

dictionary, study its meaning and find a sentence-either in the dictionary or in this book-that uses the word.

Step Six: Take Kaplan's TOEIC Exam Practice Test

After practicing the Kaplan strategies for the TOEIC exam, you should use the Practice Test as a test run for the

real thing. Refer to chapter I to make sure you know how to fill out the answer grid. After taking the test, use the

answer key to score your Practice Test.

Step Seven: Review

Co back to parts 2 and 3 of this booh and review those sections of the test where your performance was weak.

Read the Tips for the Final Week and Stress Busters chapters to make sure you are fully prepared-and relaxed-

on Test Day.

Follow these seven steps, and you can be confident that you are truly ready for the TOEIC exam.
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Chapter I : Taking the TOEIC Exam

Understanding the TOE:C Exam

How and Wherethe TOE!C Exam ls Administered

An Overview ofthe TO日 C Exam

日‖ing Out Forms

UNDERSTANDING THE TOEIC EXAM
Before looking at the questions on the TOEIC exam, let's look at some background information
about it.

Wnnr ls rne TOEIC Exnu?

The Test of English for International Communication OOEIC) exam is designed to test your ability

to understand English as it is used in international business and other professional situations. The

TOEIC exam covers two main areas: your ability to understand real-life conversations and speeches

in English (spoken English), and your ability to read and understand materials in English, such
as manuals, reports, advertisements, periodicals, correspondence, and technicalarticles (written
English). The language tested on the TOEIC exam is not specialized language. lt is the everyday
language that people use in the workplace to communicate about their jobs and business, and
when they communicate with friends or acquaintances about common subject areas such as

health, weekend activities, and travel.

Part One: The Basics I r
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Chapter One

Wno Pnoouces rHE TOEIC Exnru?

The TOEIC exam was developed by the Educational Testing Service (ETS), a private, not-for-profit
organization located in Princeton, New Jersey, in the United States. ETS is a leading center for
educational and psychometric research in the United States and is well known as an organization

that prepares and administers a variety of tests for school, college, and graduate program admission

as well as occupational and professional certification and licensing.

Wno Usrs rHr TOEIC Exnrvr?

Corporations and government offices worldwide use the TOEIC exam for many reasons:

. Assessing how well their current employees understand English

. Hiring new employees

. Tracking the progress of employees in English-language training programs

Wnnr Kruos oF JoBS Use rnr TOEIC Exnnn?

The TOEIC exam is useful for checking the English skills of desk clerks in hotels, mechanics servicing

equipment sold outside the manufacturing country, foreign sales staff, customs officers, managers,

bank employees, secretaries, and many other kinds of jobs in which non-native speakers interact

with both native and non-native English speakers.

WHeru Wns rHe TOEIC Exnnn lrurnooucro?

The TOEIC exam was first administered in Japan in 
.l979. 

In 1982, it became available in Korea.

Since then, the program has expanded its services throughout Asia, Europe, and the Americas. The

test makers estimate that the total number of TOEIC exams administered annuallv is more than

4.5 million.

Wneru Dro rnr TOEIC Exnnn CHnr,rce?

In 2005, ETS decided to make slight changes to the format of the TOEIC exam. The changes were

made to align the exam with current theories about language testing. This book discusses the new

TOEIC exam.

How Do rne TOEIC Exnnn AND THE TOEFL Exnrrlt Compnnr?

The TOEIC exam and the TOEFL (Test of English as a Foreign Language) exam were both

developed to test English listening and reading, but they differ in their purpose, content, and design.

KAPLAN
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Taking the TOEIC Exam

Purpose

The TOEFL exam is designed to determine how well a candidate can use English in colleges and
universities in the United States. lts purpose is to identify candidates who can perform successfully
in an academic setting. The TOEIC exam, on the other hand, tests everyday English used in business
settrngs.

Content

Content for TOEFL exam material is taken from lectures, te)ds, and other documents found in the
academic environment. TOEIC exam materials reflect the needs of people accomplishing work
tasks, providing services, communicating with others, traveling, and manufacturing and distributing
products.

Design

Because the primary purpose of the TOEFL exam is to identify those students who can perform
successfully in an English-based academic environment, it focuses on test takers of intermediate to
fluent English language ability.

The TOEIC exam, on the other hand, measures a wider range, from the lowest proficiency level
to high professional-level competence. In addition, the Internet-based TOEFL (ibT) has speaking
and writing sections, as well as listening and reading sections, whereas the TOEIC exam tests only
listening and reading.

ETS offers separate Internet-based speaking and writing tests for TOEIC exam takers. These will not
be covered in this book. For more information about TOEIC speaking and writing exams, visit www.
toeic.org.

HOW AND WHERE THE TOEIC EXAM IS ADMINISTERED
The TOEIC exam is available internationally through two separate programs. Your local

representative will help you decide the best way for you to take the exam.

Cnorce l: Tnrcruc rHE ExAM rN AN Operu Pueuc Sessrol

These sessions are held on selected dates at different locations across the globe. Companies might
want to send their employees to an open session exam rather than administering the exam on their
own premises. People who wish to take the exam but who are not affiliated with an organization

that conducts on-site exam administration must take the exam at an open public session. Because
public sessions are not yet available in every country, you should check with the ETS representative
in your country regarding the availability of these open sessions.

KAPLAN
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Total Questions 200 questions

Total Time 2.5 hours

(includes time for

filling out forms)

Total Score 10-990

Range

Cnorce 2: Oru-SnE ExAM AorurusrRAnoN

The TOEIC exam serves the needs of corporations and government organizations that have a

number of people that they want tested at once. On-site exams are administered under secure

conditions, supervised by both the client organization's staff and by ETS. Exams that are taken

on-site or at an open session are all scored only by ETS or its representatives.

To find out more information about taking the TOEIC exam via either method, be sure to contact

your TOEIC representative. Information on contacting your TOEIC representative can be found at

www.toeic.org.

AN OVERVIEW OF THE TOEIC EXAM
The TOEIC exam is a standardized test, meaning that it consists of certain

types of multiple-choice questions, is given to a large number of people

at the same time, is graded by computer, and is timed. Complex statistical

orocedures ensure that test scores from different forms of the test can be

compared directly.

Fonnnnr AND CoNTENT

The TOEIC exam is approximately two hours long and consists of 200
muhiple-choice questions. lf you include the time it takes to fill in the answer

sheet and background questions, the exam is about two and a half hours long. See the following

chart for a breakdown of the exam sections.

Section One-Listening Comprehension

Part l Photographs 10

Part‖ Question-Response 30

Part‖ | Short Conversations 30

Part lV Short ttalks 30

Total Questions 100

TotalTime 45 minutes

Score Range 5-495

KAPLAN
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Section Two-Reading Comprehension

Part V Incomplete Sentences 40

Part∨ | Text Completion 12

Part V‖ Reading Comprehension 48

Total Questions r00

TotalTime 75 minutes

Score Range 5-495

Sconrruc

TOEIC scores are obtained by adding up the total number of correct responses in the Listening

Comprehension Section and the Reading Comprehension Section. These two totals are converted

to a scaled score ranging from 5 to 495 for each section, with a combined total from I O to 990.
These scaled scores allow scores from different TOEIC exams to be compared accurately.

Something to remember when you are looking at your TOEIC score is that there is no failing or
passing score for this exam. The TOEIC exam was developed to assess the English proficiency of
people who will need to use English in a professional capacity. lt does not measure achievement,
which is why there is no passing or failing score. Nevertheless, many companies who use the TOEIC

exam to set their own standards may require employees to obtain a certain minimum score due

to the corresponding level of English needed for that job. This does not mean that people pass or

fail the TOEIC exam; it just means they meet or do not meet the specific standards set by a specific

organization.

An important thing to note is that because the exam calculates only the
number of conect responses, and because you do not lose points for
incorrect responses, you should answer euery question rather than leave any
blank. This book will teach you how to narrow down the possible options for
each answer so that you come closest to picking the conect one, but even
if you do not know the answer, guess! After all, you may, with luck, score a
point; if you leave an answer blank, however, you receive no credit.

(II) ANSWER EVERY QUESTION

0n the TOEIC exam, you do not lose

points for incorrect responses, so you

should try to answer every question.

lf you do not know the answer, guess!

TOEIC exam writers recommend that a TOEIC score be considered valid for up to two years.

However, if you took the TOEIC exam fewer than two years previously, and if you have greatly

boosted your language skills during that period, you may find that your previous TOEIC exam score

has become outdated.

Your TOEIC exam score is confidential. lnformation about your performance is available only to you

and to the administering institution. Institutions may provide individual candidate information to staff

only on a need-to-know basis and are not allowed to post scores on bulletin boards or other public
places without the permission of the test takers.

KAPLAN
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Tttvutrtc

As previously described, the TOEIC exam is timed. This means that your score greatly depends on
being able to complete the questions within the time allowed.

We will indicate the amount of time you should budget for each part of the exam at the beginning
of each chapter. At first, this will seem like an extremely short amount of time to answer all of the
questions. However, at Kaplan, we have designed our test-taking strategies to help you eliminate
incorrect answers as efficiently as possible. By practicing the strategies, you should be able to get

through nearly all of the exam questions. Remember also, that even if you are not able to complete
a whole section before the time limit, you should stillfill in the answer grid for any unanswered
questions. You may choose a correct answer by luck and get additional points; if you leave those
answers choices blank, you will receive no points.

When you do the practice questions for each section, pay attention to the amount of time you
spend on each question. You do not have to be strict about time at this point, but you do want
to note where you are moving too slowly. Then, when you are ready to take the Practice Test, be

sure to time yourself very carefully. This way, you will have as close to a real exam experience as

possible, and you will see exactly where you need improvement.

FILLING OUT FORMS
Like other standardized tests, the TOEIC exam requires you to fill out a number of forms. For all

of these forms, you will need a No. 2 or HB pencrl. (On Test Day, you will be given a pencil at the
exam site.)

Before you even start the exam you will have to complete a background questionnaire. Practice

filling it out before you take the TOEIC exam so that are fully comfortable with it on Test Day.

The next form you will use is the answer grid. On the answer grid, you will first fill in ovals to indicate

your name, the center where you are taking the exam, and other identifying information. You will
use the rest of the grid to indicate your answer choices.

When taking the exam, it is common to lose track of which question you are on. Check that you are

on the right question after every five questions. That way, if you have accidentally skipped an oval,

you have to correct only a few of them.

(II) USE THE RICHT PENCIL

You must use a No. 2 or HB pencil.

The computer that scores the exam

cannot read any other type of pencil

or pen.

It is important that you fill in the ovols completely; a check mark or an X will

confuse the computer that scores the exam. Also, be sure that you do not
go too far outside the oval and that if you erase, you do so completely. The

Practice Test in the back of the book includes an answer grid. Practice filling
it out so that you are prepared on Test Day.

KAPLAN
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Study Planner

Nine Key Strategies for the TOEIC Exam

Tips for the Final Week

Stress Busters

STUDY PTANNER

You will find calendars on pages 1 I and 12. Use them to fill in a specific study schedule, Be realistic

about the amount of time you have to study and practice your English-language skills. Do not worry
about your current level of English; just make sure that you give yourself the amount of time you

need to get the most out of this book. Remember to update the schedule as necessary.

Do not forget to schedule vocabulary practice and the Practice Test along with the rest of the

chapters of the book Take the Practice Test after you have reviewed all of the other chapters of the
book. Be sure to leave enough time before the exam so you will be able to review your weak areas

from the Practice Test. Take the Practice Test as if it were the real thing: Find a quiet place where
you will not be interrupted, and take it in one session. Time yourself accurately. In this way, you will
be more prepared for your actual Test Day.

On page l0 are some broad guidelines for setting up your schedule. Remember that everyone is

different and your pace may be far slower or faster than what is listed here. These are just to give

you a general sense of the amount of time you will need. ln addition to the hours noted here, you

will want to schedule in time for a second or third review of certain chapters, depending on your

strenghs and weaknesses. Finally, do not schedule too much studying immediately before Test

Day, As described later in this chapter, studying up to the last minute will only make you more
anxious and will probably not raise your score.

Part One: The Basics I g
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Sharyening Your Listening Comprehension and Reading Comprehension Skills

Part l: Listening Comprehension: Photographs 2 to 4 hours

Part ll: Listening Comprehension: Question-Response 2 to 4 hours

Part lll: Listening Comprehension: Short Conversations 2 to 4 hours

Part lV: Listening Comprehension: Short Talks 2 to 4 hours

Part V: Reading Comprehension: Incomplete Sentences 2 to 4 hours

Part Vl: Reading Comprehension: Text Completion 2 to 4 hours

Part Vll: Reading Comprehension: Reading Comprehension 2 to 4 hours

Vocabulary Review

List I 2.5 to 4 hours

List 2 2.5 to 4 hours

List 3 2.5 to 4 hours

List 4 2.5 to 4 hours

List 5 2.5 to 4 hours

Practice Test

Practice Test 2 hours

Practice Test Review I to 3 hours

KAPLAN
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NINE KEY STRATEGIES FOR THE TOEIC EXAM

Srnnrecv I : Kruow rne DrRecfloNs

Each part of the TOEIC exam has its own directions. Knowing what they are before you take the

exam will help you manage your time-you will not have to waste valuable test time listening to or

reading the directions if you already know what they are. In the Listening Comprehension Section,

you will hear the directions for each part before the actual questions begin. (The directions will

also be printed in your exam book.) While the directions are playing, you should look ahead at the
questions that you will be asked to answer. Knowing what the questions are in advance will help

you focus on what to listen for.

In the Reading Comprehension Section, the directions are printed at the beginning of each part.

Again, by knowing what the directions are in advance, you will be able to begin answering the
questions immediately instead of wasting time reading the directions.

Srnnrrcv 2: Rrno Encn Quesroru CRReruu-v

Before looking at the answer choices, read the question closely to know what you are being asked.

Often, incorrect answer choices are designed to trap you if you misread the question. lf you do

not understand a question, reread it slowly. On the exam, the language of the questions and

answers is designed to be easier than the language of the material being tested. For example, if
you understood the passage (conversation, short tal( reading passage) but do not understand the
question, you probably need to reread the question.

Srnnrecv 3: Pneorcr rHE ANSwER

After you are clear on what you are required to do, try to predict the answer in your own words-
before looking at the answer choices. The questions on the exam are very straightforuvard-there

are no trick questions or any questions that require you to calculate or come to a logical conclusion.

Information is provided in the listening and reading materials, and the questions try to determine
whether you understood that information. lf you understand the question, you should be able to

answer it in your own words. Your predicted answer should be among the answer choices.

Srnnrecy 4: EvnlunrE THE Aruswen Cnorces

After you have predicted the answer in your own words, check to see if your answer is among
the choices. lf the choices do not match your predicted answer exactly, select the choice that best

matches. Reread the question to make sure it is a good match, and mark your answer choice on the

answer sneet,

13
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Srnnrecv 5: EunnrruRre Wnoruc Aruswen Cnorces

lf the answer you have predicted is not among the answer choices, eliminate any answer choices
that you know are wrong and choose the best answer from the remaining choices. lf you can

eliminate even one wrong choice, you will increase your chances of guessing the correct answer.
When there are four answer choices, you have a one-in-four chance of guessing the correct one. By

eliminating one choice, you have improved your chances to one in three. lf you can eliminate two
wrong choices, your chances are even better.

Srnnrgcy 6: AruswrR EAsy Qursrorus Frnsr

The Listening Comprehension Section of the exam is controlled by the recording. You will
not be able to skip ahead, nor can you go back to review your answers. You must answer the
questions in the Listening Comprehension Section in the order they are presented. In the Reading
Comprehension Section, however, you may answer the questions in any order you like,

Cenerally, the Reading Comprehension Section is organized from easy to hard. Part V is the easiest,

Part Vl is more difficult, and Part Vll is the most difficult. Within each part, the questions are generally
ordered from easy to hard. The easiest items appear in the beginning, and the most difficult items
appear at the end. For this reason, it is best to work through the Reading Comprehension Section
in the order it is presented in the exam book. As you work through this section, do not spend too
much time on any one question. Each question is worth the same number of points. lf you spend
a lot of time on one question, you will be wasting time you could spend to answer other questions.
lf you are having trouble answering a question, either guess at the answer choice or circle the
question number on your answer sheet so that you can return to it later if there is time. When you
have finished all the easy questions, go back and tackle the harder ones that you skipped earlier.

In Part Vll of the Reading Comprehension Section, the reading passages have between two and five

questions each. Cenerally, passages with fewer questions are shorter and easier than passages with
more questions. Tackle the short passages first. The passages are usually grouped by the number
of questions-the passages with two questions come before the passages with three questions,
which come before the passages with four questions, and so on. However, this is not always the
case. Try to answer all the two-question passages first, then the three-question passages, then the
four-question passages, and so on. For some of the reading passages, there will be a question that
asks about how a particular word is used in the passage. These are generally easy questions, and
you should try to answer these first. lf you are running out of time, look for these questions, find the
word in the passage, and try to answer the question. Often, if you know the word being tested, you

can eliminate one or two answer choices without even reading the passage.

Srnnrecy 7: Aruswen Eveny Quesroru
Do not leave any questions unanswered. There is no scoring penalty for an incorrect answer on the
TOEIC exam. Your score is the total of all questions answered correctly. lf you really do not know the

KAPLAN
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answer to a question, guess. Choose one letter-(A, B, C, or D)-to use as a "guessing letter." Using

the same letter for every guessed question ensures that, on average, 25 percent of your guesses

will be correct. The TOEIC exam is designed so that in each part, the number of times each letter is
correct is about equal. This means there are approximately the same numbers of As, Bs, Cs, and Ds

in each part. For example, if you choose answer choice D to guess at ten questions in Part Vll, you

should expect at least two or three of your guesses to be conect. However, if you guess randomly-
picking a different letter for every question-you might not get any correctl

Srnnrrcy 8: Mnrunce Youn Trnne

The TOEIC exam is a timed test;you are given 45 minutes to complete the Listening Comprehension
Section and 75 minutes to complete the Reading Comprehension Section. As aforementioned, in
the Listening Comprehension Section, the timing is controlled by the recording. After each question,

there will be a pause of between five and eight seconds, during which you must choose and mark

your answer (five seconds for Part I and eight seconds for Parts ll-lV). After the pause, the next
question, conversation, or passage will begin. You must work quickly so that you do not fall behind
the recording. For the Reading Comprehension Section, you are given 75 minutes to finish, and you

work at your own pace. Be sure to watch the clock so you know how much time you have left. Work

as quickly as you can, but avoid making careless mistakes by working too fast.

Srnnrrcy 9: Cnecr Youn Aruswen Sneer FoR MTSTAKES

oR UNANSWERED Quesnorus
lf you finish the test before time is called, check your answer sheet to make sure you have filled in
each oval completely and that there are no extra marks on it. Be sure you have filled in only one
answer choice for each question. Be sure that you have answered every question and that there are

no unanswered questions. lf time is running out and you will not be able to finish the test, pick one
letter (A, B, C, or D) and fill in the remaining questions on your answer sheet. lt is much better to
guess at the remaining questions than to leave them unanswered. Your guesses might be correct,
which would earn you score points.

Srnnrecv Sunnnnnnv

l. Know the directions.

2. Read each question carefully before you look at the answer choices.

3. Predict the answer before looking at the choices.

4. Evaluate the answer choices and mark the answer if you know it.

5. Eliminate wrong answer choices and choose the best answer from the answer choices that
remain.

6. Answer easy questions before the hard ones. Usually, Part V is easier than Part Vl, which is

easier than Part Vll.

15
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7. Answer every question, and choose one letter for every wild-guess answer.

B. Manage your time.

9. Check your answer sheet for mistakes or unanswered questions before you turn it in.

TIPS FOR THE FINAT WEEK
The tendency among test takers is to study too hard during the last few days before the exam and

then to forget the important practical matters until the last minute.

Tnr Weer Berone Tesr Dnv

Do not try to study too hard on the days immediately before the exam.

Instead, you should:

. Recheck your admission ticket for accurary; call the TOEIC exam

administrator if there are any problems.

. Visit the testing center if you can. Sometimes seeing the actual room

where your exam will be administered may help to calm any anxiety. ln

addition, by visiting the center you can see how long it takes to arrive

there, ensuring that you do not get lost on the day of the exam.

. Practice getting up early and working on exam material as if it were Test

Day. Be sure to listen to the CD so that you get in the habit of listening to

English early in the day.

@ resr rrr

The night before the exam, collect the

following items to bring with you to

the exam:

. Admission ticket

. Photo lD card

. A watch (you must shut off any

alarms, cell phones, or beepers

while taking the exam)

. Headache medicine (Advil,

Tylenol, etc.), just in case

. Evaluate thoroughly where you stand. Use the last week before Test Day to focus on your

weaker points, and reread those chapters of this book. Do not neglect your strong areas,

however; after all, this is where you will score most of your points.

. Practice using a timing routine that you will follow during the real exam. For instance, some

students set their watch at I 2:00 at the beginning of every section so they know how much

time they have. Whatever your method, make sure it does not distract you from valuable

exam nme.

Tnr Dnv Brronr Tesr Dnv

Try to avoid doing intensive studying the day before the exam. There is little you can do to help

yourself at this late date, and you will probably exhaust yourself. Instead, review key strategies, get

together everything you will need for Test Day, and then do something relaxing.

KAPLA N
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TEsr Dnv

Plan to arrive early to your exam center; the administrators will not admit latecomers. Make sure
you have your test kit with you (see page 1 6), especially your admission ticket and photo lD. Most
centers have a clock but you may still want to bring a watch, just in case.

After the exam booklets are handed out and you have filled out all the necessary forms, the TOEIC

exam will begin. The administrator will either write or call out the starting time for each section and
will also usually announce the time at specified intervals.

The exam begins with the Listening Comprehension Section, followed by the Reading Comprehension

Section. Between the two sections, the administrator will tell you that the time has expired and it
is time to go on to the next section. You must immediately go from the Listening Comprehension
Section to the Reading Comprehension Section. Use this time to take a deep breath and refocus your
concentration. Remember, if you finish the Reading Comprehension Section early, you will not be

able to go back to the Listening Comprehension Section. Use this time to review your work on the
Reading Comprehension Section.

During the exam, try not to think about how you are scoring. Instead, focus on the task of selecting
the right answer. Remember, you do not have to create the correct answer-it is right there in front
of you. Think about how well you have prepared, and be confident and positive about your abilities.

Anrn rHE TOEIC Exnnn

After all your hard work in preparing for the TOEIC exam, be sure to celebrate once it is over. Cet
together with your family and friends, relax, and have fun. You have a lot to celebrate: You prepared

for the exam ahead of time. You did your best. You are going to get a good score.

STRESS BUSTERS

lf you are like most people preparing for the TOEIC exam, you may be feeling anxious about it. You

may be worried about your listening comprehension skills, for example, or all those new words you
just learned, or what will happen if you do not get a certain score. All those stressful thoughts and
fears can make you nervous, sleepless, and ultimately less able to perform well on the exam.

At Kaplan, we believe that learning to control stress and anxrety is a key part to boosting your TOEIC

exam score. That is why we have included the following stress-busting techniques. By practicing

them-no matter how silly they may seem-you will lessen your exam anxiety, and let all the hard

studying you have done pay off.

17
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BEronr rHE TEsr

Just as an athlete needs to train to perform well in a sports event, you can train to do your best on
the TOEIC exam. Here are some tips for getting into peak condition, both mentally and physically.

Make English a Part of Every Day

Surround yourself with the English language in the weeks and months leading up to your exam.

Cet in the habit of reading or listening to something in English every day, separate from your study
time. Even if it is just ten or fifteen minutes a day, listening to something in English and trying to
figure out who is talking, why they are talking, and what they are talking about will help you improve
your listening comprehension. You can do the same thing with reading. By reading anything you

see written in English, such as advertisements, signs, or directions, and by asking yourself what their
meaning is, you will be working on your reading comprehension. Even more importantly, you will
become more and more familiar, and therefore more comfortable, with English. The level of comfort
you have with English, whether it is listening or reading, will help reduce stress and nervousness

when vou take the actual TOEIC exam.

Talk

Talk to other friends or colleagues who are taking the TOEIC exam. Chances are, they are feeling the
same sort of stress that you are. Sharing your fears and worries with people who can understand

them is a proven way to alleviate stress.

Think

Positive thinking is also a good way to ward off anxiety. Tell yourself things such as "l choose to take
this exam," rather than "l have to"; "l will do well," rather than "l hope things go well"; "l can," rather
than "l cannot." Any time a negative thought occurs, conquer it with a positive one. This builds your
self-esteem and confidence.

This technique is especially useful at night when you are just about to fall asleep. Because your

mind is very open to suggestion then, think about all your positive accomplishments and skills

Q performed well ot work todoy; I like where lh living; I relote wellto my friends; etc.). You will
wake up feeling a lot more positive in the morning.

Eat

Try to eat healthy foods before the exam: fruits and vegetables, low-fat foods, proteins, and whole
grains. Do not fill up on sugary or high-fat snacks. Sugar makes stress worse and fatty foods are not
healthy. Steer clear of heavily salted foods, too; they can deplete potassium, which you need for
nerve function.

KAPLAN
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Exercise

Whether it is walking jogging biking swimming; skating or aerobics, physical exercise is a proven

way to stimulate your mind and body and to improve your ability to concentrate. After all, exercise

pumps more oxygen into the blood, which helps you think better. Even if you do not regularly

exercise, take a five- to ten-minute activity break for every hour that you study. This will help keep

your body and mind in balance.

One warning about exercise: lt is not a good idea to exercise vigorously immediately before
bedtime.

Take a Break

Do not study up to the moment you go to sleep. You need some time for your mind to relax;

othenruise, you will lie awake worrying about your studies.

Breathe

Breathing deeply and regularly is an excellent way to stay relaxed. Try closing your eyes and

breathing in slowly and deeply through your nose. Hold the breath for a bit and then release it

through your mouth. The key is to take in air slowly and to use your diaphragm. Breathing with your

diaphragm encourages relaxation and helps minimize tension.

lmagine

When you are feeling very anxious, it is helpful to take a breah find a quiet place, and sit

comfortably. lf you wear glasses, take them off. Then close your eyes and breathe deeply for a

few minutes, as previously described. Fill your diaphragm and lungs as fully as you can and then

exhale the air completely. While you're doing this, imagine yourself in a relaxing situation. lt might

be a special place you have visited-a garden or beach, for example-or one you have read about.

lmagine the smells, the sounds, and the way things feel in that place. Stay in that place for as long

as you feel comfortable. Then, take a moment to check how you are feeling. Focus on staying

relaxed and then imagine you are taking the TOEIC exam with this same calm feeling.

Practice this exercise often, especially when you are starting to feel anxious. The more you practice

it, the more effective the exercise will be for you.

Dunrruc rHE TEsr

The TOEIC exam requires a high level of concentration and quick responses. Your state of mind as

you take the exam will affect your score. Here are some tips for performing your best as you take

the TOEIC exam.
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Keep Moving

Do not get stuck on a difficult question or passage. You do not have to get everything right to
achieve a good score. so do not spend an excessive amount of time on a question that is too
difficult for you. Select the best possible choice, and then move on! While you cannot go back to
review the listening items after the recording has played, in the Reading Comprehension Section
you can always go back to the more difficult questions later.

Concentrate

Other test takers may seem to be working more busily than you are, but do not pay attention to
them! Other people's activity levels are not necessarily signs of progress or higher scores. Continue
to work carefully and thoroughly, especially on the Reading Comprehension Section of the exam.

Breathe

Weak test takers tend to share one major characteristic: They forget to breathe properly as the
exam proceeds. They start holding their breath without realizing it, or they breathe without a normal
rhythm. lmproper breathing hurts confidence and accuracy, and it interferes with clear thinking.
Breathe deeply and steadily, and remember your relaxation exercises.

Think Positively!

lf you get discouraged during the exam, remember:

. You do not have to get every single question right to achieve a high score.

. By having studied the strategies in this boo( you are better prepared than the majorig of
other test takers are.

. You are probably doing better than you realize. Think to yourself: "l can do well on this exam!"
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Questions
Chapter 5: Exam Part l-Photograph

Test-Takng Strategies

Photograph Practice Set

Ansrer Key

Ans,wers and fu lanations

O fir" Budget for Part l: Approximately lO minutes

For this part of the TOEIC exam, you will look at ten photographs. The recording will consist of
four different statements. You must decide which of the four statements best describes each

photograph. There will be a five-second pause between the end of the last statement for a

photograph, and the first statement of the next photograph.

TEST.TAKI NG STRATEG I ES

SrnnrecY l: Kruow rHE DrREcnoNs

It is important to understand what you are being asked to do before you take the test. The

directions will look something like this:

LISTENING COMPREHENSION SECTION

In the Listening Comprehension Section, you will have the chance to demonstrate how

wellyou understand spoken English. The Listening Comprehension Section willtake
approximately 45 minutes. There are four parts, and directions are given for each part.

You must mark your answers on the separate answer sheet. Do not write them in the
test book
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Directions: For each question, you will hear four statements about the photograph in your test
book. When you hear the statements, choose the one statement that best describes what you
see in the photograph. Then, find the number of the question on your answer sheet and mark
your answer. The statements will not be written in your test book and will be spoken just once.

For the example photograph shown, you will hear:

Narrator:

Woman:

Narrator:

Woman:

Narrator:

Woman:

Narrator:

Woman:

A.

They're leoving the office.

B.

They're turning off the mochine.

C.

They're gothered oround the toble.

D.

They're eoting ot o restouront.

Choice (C), They're gothered oround the toble, best describes what you see in the photograph.

Srnnrecy 2: Loor AT THE Frnsr Few PnorocRApHS

Because you already know the directions, look at the first few photographs in your test book while
the directions are playing. This will let you know what to expect and what you will need to listen for.

As you look at the photographs, think about what they are showing and how that might be

described in English.
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Srnnrrcv 5: Focus oN THE Pnorocnnpn

As you look at each photograph, decide what the main action or idea is. The correct statement
about the photograph will almost always deal with the most important element in the photograph.

The correct answer will not usually be a minor detail; it will be the answer to this question: "What is

this a photograph of?"

In the sample photograph, for example, the man who is standing is also holding a tea cup. TOEIC

exam writers would not make the conect answer, "The mon is holding o teo cup." While this

statement is true, rt is not the main action or element shown in the photograph. Ask yourself, "What

is this a photograph of.)" lt is a photograph of four people around a table.

When there are people in the photographs, it can be easy to decide what the main action is. The

people are usually doing something. The correct statement will probably be about whatever it is
they are doing. However, some photographs on the TOEIC exam do not have any people in them;
they might show a group of objects or a landscape, for example. With these photographs, it can be

more difficult to determine what is being shown.

To help focus on the main action or element in a photograph without people in it, ask yourself:

Where was the photograph taken? lf the location is very obvious, such as the beach or a

parking lot, then the answer may be about where the photograph was taken.

What objects are being shown? The answer may be testing whether you know what they are

called.

How are the objects located or positioned? lf the photograph shows several objects, the
answer may involve the location or position of the objects; for example, whether one object is
in front of, on top ol or behind another.

Look at each photograph quickly and decide in your own words what it shows. Each photograph

shows one main action or idea; the answer for each photograph is the statement that best
describes what is happening, which almost always refers to the most obvious action or object in the
photograph.

Look again at the example photograph in the directions. What is it a photograph of ? Your answer is
probably something very close to this: "Four people are around a table." The conect statement is
choice (C) They're gothered oround the toble.

Most of the time, your first answer to the question of what the photograph is of will be the conect
answer.
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Srnnrrcv 4: EvnlunrE THE Srnrrnnrrurs

Once you have formulated in your own words what the photograph is showing and have decided

on the main action, you must listen to and evaluate the statements you hear. Because each

statement will be spoken only once, you must listen carefully.

Listen for a statement that is a close match to what you decided the photograph was of. Be sure to
listen to all four statements before you mark your answer sheet. lf one of the statements is a close
match to the answer you have been expecting, find the number for the question on your answer

sheet and mark the oval for the letter that matches vour answer.

Srnnrecv 5: ElrurrrrATE FALsE Srnrennerurs

lf none of the statements match your expected answer very well, then you must start eliminating

any choices that are false. The best way to do that is to repeat each statement to yourself and ask

whether or not it is true.

Look at directions example again.

Statement (A) They're leoving the office.

This is clearly false. The people are not leaving the room. You can eliminate this choice.

Statement (B) They're turning off the mochine.

This is also false. You can eliminate this choice.

Statement (C) They're gothered oround the toble.

This is true; they are around the table. Therefore, you should keep this choice.

Statement (D) They're eoting ot o restouront.

This is false. The people are at a table, but it is in an office, not a restaurant. You can eliminate this

choice.

In this example, only choice (C), They're gothered oround the toble, is true Choices (A), (B), and
(D) can be eliminated because they are false.

In the directions example, the main action was very clear, and it was easy to identify the statements
that were false. lf only one or two choices seem false to you or if you cannot eliminate all the wrong
answers, then you must select the best match from what is left.
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You have already decided what the answer should be in your own words. Consider whether any of
the answer choices contain words that are similar to what you expected the conect answer to use.

ln the directions example, you might expect the word toble.The only choice that contains this word

is (C), which is the conect answer. lf you are unable to eliminate answer choices, select the choice

that uses words or phrases that are similar to your expected answer.

Srnnrecv 6: ArusweR THE Cunnerur QuEsrorrr Berone

THE NElir Orue Becrrus

You should answer every question as quickly as you can. You have only about five seconds to
choose your answer for each photograph. You should be finished with the current question before

the next set of statements begins. lf you are still answering a question when the next one begins,

you might not hear the first statement.

As soon as you have finished a question, look ahead to the next photograph and ask yourself what
it is a photograph of. Answer in your own words, and listen for the statement that most closely
matches yours.

SrnnrrcY 7: Krrrow rHE DrsrRACroRS

There are several kinds of distractors used in Part l. Here are the most common:

. Wrong word usage

. Similar-soundingwords

. Reasonable statements/assumptions

. Inelevant statements

. Hybrids

More than one type of distractor may be used in a photograph. Not all distractors fit neatly into
these categories; some may seem to belong to more than one category. Note also that each of
these distractor types is similar because, in the end, they are false and do not describe what is
happening in the photograph. However, it is usefulto look at whylhey are false and to understand
what it is you must listen for.

Wrong Word Usage

This type of distractor essentially asks you to identify the correct vocabulary word, or the correct form
of a word. Each of the choices might, for example, use the same form of a verb but change the
nouns they refer to. Alternatively, they might use the correct noun throughout, but change the verbs.

Prepositions can also be tested this way. This distractor type is often easy to eliminate.
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Example I

Nanator:

Narrator:

Woman:

Narrator:

Woman:

Narrator:

Woman:

Nanator:

Woman:

Look ot the photogroph morked number I in your test book.

A.

They're exomining the documents.

B,

They're copying the documents.

C.

They're writing on the documents.

They're emoiling the documents.

The conect statement is choice (A), They're exomining the documents. Choices (B), (C), and (D)
all use the wrong verb to describe what is happening. This is essentially a vocabulary item.
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Similar-Sounding Words

This type of distractor uses words that sound similar to the conect answer.

Example 2

Pa威 珈α
変点Ⅷ稗l段]:鞘鶴:認l:|

Look ot the photogroph morked number 2 in your test book.

A.

The mon is chonging his tie.

B.

The mon is putting out o fire.

The mon is chonging o tire.

D,

The mon is going to retire.

Narrator:

Narrator:

Woman:

Narrator:

Woman:

Narrator:

Woman:

Narrator:

Woman:

The correctstatement is choice (C),The mon ischonging o tire. Choices (A), (B), and (D) all use

words that sound similar to tire (e.g., tie, fire, retire) Sometimes the similar-sounding words will be

nouns-as in choices (A) and (B). At other times, the similar-sounding words may be verbs-as in

choice (D)-or other parts of speech.
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Reasonable Statements/Assum ptions

This type of distractor may refer to objects or actions in the photograph and, therefore, may
seem reasonable, but the statement does not correctly describe what you see. lt may also make

assumptions about what may (or may not) be happening in the photograph. When a statement
makes an assumption, it is usually wrong.

Example 3

Narrator:

Narrator:

Woman:

Narrator:

Woman:

Narrator:

Woman:

Narrator:

Woman:

Look ot the photogroph morked number 3 in your test book.

A.

The mon is working ot his desk.

B.

The mon just sot down in the chou.

C.

The mon is instolling softwore on his computer.
n

The mon is deleting emoiL

The correct statement is choice (A), The mon is working ot his desk. Choice (B) uses the words sof
down and chol because the man is, in fact, sitting in a chair; however, we do not know whether
or not heTust sot down-meaning he sat down very recently. He may have been sitting there for
several hours. This is an example of a reasonable statement that also makes an assumption. Choice
(C) uses the word computer because we can see a computer in the photograph; however, we do
not know whether or not the man is instolling softwore. Again, this is an example of a reasonable

statement that also makes an assumption. Choice (D) uses the phrase deleting emoi[ because that
is an activity that can be associated with using a computer; however, we do not know whether or
not he is deleting email, writing email, opening a document, or performing some other activity.

KAPLAN
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lrrelevant Statements

This type of distractor uses statements that do not describe anything in the photograph. lt often

uses words or phrases that may seem like they should go with the objects or main action in the
photograph.

Example 4

31

Narrator:

Narrator:

Man:

Narrator:

Man:

Narrator:

Man:

Narrator:

Man:

Look ot the photogroph morked number 4 in your test book.

A.

The woiter is setting the toble.

R

The spoons ore next to the forks.

a

The food is in the refrigerotor.

D.

The dishes ore stocked on shelves.

The conect statement is choice (D), The dishes are stocked on shelves. Choice (A) refers to a

woiter and setting the toble, which can both be associated with drshes; however, this statement

does not describe anything that can be seen in the photograph. Choice (B) refers to spoons and

fork, which again are both associated with dishes; however, this statement does not describe

anything that can be seen in the photograph. Choice (C) refers Io food and a refrigerotor, which
can both be associated with drshes; however, this statement does not describe anything that can be

seen in the photograph.

KA PLAN
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Hybrids

This type of distractor combines similar-sounding words, references to objects that may be seen rn

the photograph, or words and phrases that seem like they should go with the objects or main action
in the photograph. These distractors are working to distract you on several levels at 6169. lftsv arc

very common, and they are usually the most difficult to eliminate.

Example 5

Narrator:

Narrator:

Woman:

Narrator:

Woman:

Narrator:

Woman:

Nanator:

Woman:

Look ot the photogroph morked number 5 in your test book.

A.

He's wotering the plonts.

B.

He's putting on glosses.

('

He's getting some woter.

f)

He's spilling woter from o cup.

The correct statement is choice (C), He's getting some woter. Choice (A) uses the word wotering,
which is similar to the expected word, woter.lt is also an irrelevant statement because there are

no plonts in the photograph, and the statement does not describe what is happening. This hybrid
distractor is a combination of similar-sounding words and an irrelevant statement. Choice (B) uses

the word g/osses. We might expect the correct answer to use the word cup or g/oss. The word
g/osses sounds similar to the word g/osq, butg/osses refers in this case to eyeglosses. There are

no g/osses in the photograph, so the statement does not describe what is happening. This hybrid
distractor is a combination of similar-sounding words and an irrelevant statement. Choice (D) uses

the word spilling, which sounds similar to the expected word filling.lI also uses the expected words
woter and cup; however, the statement does not describe what is happening. This hybrid distractor
is a combination of similar-soundins words and a reasonable statemenr.

KAPLAN
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Srnnrecv Surunannv

L Know the directions.

2. Look ahead at the photographs while the directions are playing.

3. Focus on the main action and ash 'What is this a photograph of?"

4. Evaluate the answer choices.

5. Eliminate as many answer choices as you can.

6. Answer each question before the next one starts.

7. Understand the common distractor types.

PHOTOGRAPH PRACflCE SET

Now you are ready to play your audio CD and practice some Photograph questions on your own.
You may turn the CD player on and off at any point, but try playing the statements for at least two
photographs at a time. You will find the script for each set of questions in part 6 of this booh but we
suggest listening without the script so you will be better prepared for the real exam.

You will hear four short statements for each photograph. When you hear the four statements, look
at the photograph and choose the statement that best describes what is in the photograph.

You can mark your answes in the ovals next to the photographs, and then check them against the
answer key that follows the practice questions. (Remember that on Test Day you will mark your
answers on the answer grid.) Once you have checked your answers, be sure to read the review that
follows the answer key.
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ANSWER KEY
l.A               13.B

2.C              14.A

3.A              15.D

4.C                       16.D

5.B                        17.B

6.B)              18.B

7.A              19.D

8. D                                     20。  A

9.C              21.D

10.D                         22.C

ll.C                       23.C

12.D                         24.B

ANSWERS AND EXPLANAT10NS
AIl of the answer choices are included for each question,and in parentheses′ there is an exPlanation

of exactly why the wrong answer choices are incorrect.For some questions′ we have leftthe wrong―

answer explanations blank so that you can fillthem in.The more you can analyze and exPlain the

errors in the wrong answer choices′ the more skillful and efficient you w‖ l become at e‖ nlinating

incorrect choices and selecting the correct ones.

Sampね responses forthese lden百 fy the Error answer exが ana10ns are induded atthe end ofthe

Answers and Explanalons section.

(A) He is sorting envelopes into the boxes. CORRECT

(B) All of the boxes are filled to capacity. (Most of the boxes are filled, but not to
capacity.)

(C) He is writing letters to his colleagues. (He is sorting letters, not writing them.)

(D) The squares are stacked on top of each other. (The boxes are not squares.)

(A) The cable is old and rusty. (The cable is not rustyin the photograph.)

(B) The wire is in front of the school. (The photograph is of a spool, not a school.)

(C) The cable is coiled on spools. CORRECT

(D) The spools are being delivered by truck. (We do not know from looking at the
photograph whether they are being delivered, or how they might be delivered.)

¨
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(A) Several parking spots are available. CORRECT

(B) A parking attendant is counting the cars. (There is no attendant in the photograph.)

(C) The people are getting into their cars. (There are no people in the photograph.)

(D) The parking lot is completely filled. (You can see empty spaces in the parking lot.)

(A) The woman is watching television. (There is no television.)

(B) The printer is out of paper. (The photograph is of a typewriter, not a printer.)

(C) The typewriter is being used. CORRECT

(D) The coffee machine is plugged in. (There is no coffee machine in the photograph.)

(A) He is taking inventory at the store. (There is no paperwork to suggest inventory.)

(B) He is putting pants on the hanger. CORRECT

(C) He is hanging the pictures on the wall. (He is hanging something, but not pictures.)

(D) He is hemming the pants at the shop. (He is hanging pants, not hemming them.)

(A) He is fixing a wire in the car. (The photograph shows a tire, not a wire.)

(B) He is putting a tire on the car. CORRECT

(C) He is pumping air into the flat tire. (He is putting on a tire, not pumping air.)

(D) He is tired of holding the car up. (This is the verb form of the word tired, not the

noun form.)

(A) The housekeeper is making the bed. CORRECT

(B) The woman is going to bed.

(C) The sheets need changing.

(D) The maid is folding towels.

8. (A) The equipment is frrll of dirt.

(B) The vehicle is being driven on the highway.

(C) He's working under the trees.

(D) The man is operating construction equipment. CORRECT

9. (A) The man is leaving the store with the boards. (The exit is not in the photograph.)

(B) The boards are being sawed in the back room. (Nothing is being sawed.)

(C) The store sells lumber. CORRECT

(D) The store is filled with many customers. (Only one customer is in the photograph.)

6.

7.

KAPLAN
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10. (A) The women are being shown to their table. (The women have alreadybeen seated at
their table.)

(B) The waitress has spilled soup on her sleeve. (We do not know what happened in the
past.)

(C) The women are getting ready to leave. (The women are being served dessert, not
getting ready to leave.)

(D) The waitress is serving dessert to her customers. CORRECT

(A) He is looking at his watch. (This is the noun form of watch.)

(B) He watches his step while he walks. (He is not walking.)

(C) He is watching something below. CORRECT

(D) He is washing the glass under the railing. (Washing is the wrong action.)

(A) The nurse is entering patient information into the computer. (She is entering

information into a form.)

(B) She attends to the sick patient all by herself. (She is not helping a patient.)

(C) She is standing patiently while she waits for the doctor. (She is writing, not standing
patiently.)

(D) The nurse is writing notes on the paper. CORRECT

(A) He is cooking meat at the restaurant. (He is packing meat, not cooking.)

(B) The butcher packs meat on small trays. CORRECT

(C) He meets his deadline for unpacking the trays. (This is using the verb meet, not the
nounmeat.)

(D) The chef is chopping the meat into small pieces. (He is packing meat that is already
chopped.)

(A) She is stacking boxes on top of each other. CORRECT

(B) She is putting groceries on the shelf. (She is stacking boxes, not putting groceries on
the shelf.)

(C) She is getting a refund at the store. (It is not clear that she is in a store or is getting a

refund.)

(D) She is purchasing office supplies. (There are no office supplies in the photograph.)

15. (A) The man is buying a newtennis racquet.

(B) The woman is writing a check for the merchandise.

(C) The woman is helping a couple move furniture.

12.

13.

14.

KA PLAN
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16. (A) He is driving his car to the construction site.

(B) The truck is leaving the construction area.

(C) He is burning garbage at the construction site.

(D) The construction debris is being loaded into the trash container. CORRECT

17. (A) The shoes are stacked on the floor. (The shoes are stacked on racks and shelves.)

(B) She is trying the shoes on for size. CORRECT

(C) The shoes are all on sale. (We do not know whether they are on sale.)

(D) She is walking into the shoe store. (She is already in the shoe store.)

18. (A) The material is displayed on racks. (There are no racks.)

(B) The material is stacked on pallets. CORRECT

(C) The stack of materials is wet. (We cannot see if it is wet in the photograph.)

(D) The man is stacking the material. (There is no man in the photograph.)

19. (A) The package fell out of the truck. (We do not know what happened in the past.)

(B) There is no room in the truck for the package. (There is a lot of room in the truck.)

(C) The package has already been opened. (We cannot know whether it has been opened.)

(D) He's loading the package into the truck. CORRECT

20. (A) He wears headphones while he is on the air. CORRECT

(B) The air inside the studio is chilly. (We cannot know whether it is chilly. He is wearing
short sleeves, so it is actually probably comfortable.)

(C) He is using a remote to change the channel. (He is adjusting a knob, on a control
panel, not changing a channel.)

(D) He is speaking into a telephone. (He is speaking into a microphone, not a telephone.)

21. (A) The pharmacist is taking an order for a prescription. (She is not taking an order.)

(B) The farmer is buying fertilizer for her crops. (There is no farmer, fertilizer, or crops.)

(C) The woman is reaching for a bottle from the shelf. (She is not reaching for the shelf.)

(D) The pharmacist is filling a customer's prescription. CORRECT

22. (A) The camera crew is carrying the equipment. (They are not carrying anything.)

(B) The camera man is talking on the phone. (There are several people, and none is on
the phone.)

(C) The camera crew is taking a break. CORRECT

(D) The camera man is loading film into the camera. (No one is loading film.)

…
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23. (A) They are balancing the company's books.

(B) The woman waits while the man looks.

(C) The man and woman are reviewing a document. CORRECT

(D) The woman watches the man prepare the invoice.

24. (A) The boys are ignoring the speaker.

(B) The boys listen and watch while the man speaks. CORRECT

(C) He's teaching the boys how to paint the fence.

(D) The man is coaching a football team.

Resporuses FoR THE IDENTTFy rHE Ennon Quesnorus

7. (A) The housekeeper is making the bed. CORRECT

(B)The wOman is goingto bcd。 (6%オ櫂物
滋 浚イ ″夕 ′物″″銘タ

ル r待 .)

(C)The sheets nced changhg.(/稔 滋ι″
“

%́ィ 史ノ

“

.)

(D)The maid iS folding towels.(磁 多力

=。

無Ψ 滋 )燕″″薇イ)

8.(A)The equipmentis ftlH ofdirt.(″ 移多オ″み′″滋
響″薇●イ

`・

)

(B)The vchicle is bcing dr市 en on thc highway.(ん 稔″協″珍ォ″′″め%吻″滋髪 )

(C)HC'S WOrkng underthe trees.(んオ
“
ィル ′)薔鶴彎 ′″

“
″
`″

.)

(D)The man is Operating construction equipment.CORRECT

15。 (A)The man is bu,ng a new tennis racquct.(滋%ォ″劾″な″ι″多′″れ0●L07νん.)

(B)The wOmanお wHung a check brthe mcrchandse.(%″ 編́′″″ηねι%イ ″′′4雀 )

(C)The wOman is helping a couplc move hrniture.(″ 移多オ″

"ィ

機0ルタ贅ο″・)

(D)The wOrnan is assisting thc custOmers with a purchase.CORRECT

16.(A)Hc t driVing hscarto the construc● on site。 (%渤″%オ″′′ク″′ィみ′オ′ん杉 ′′蒻滋 .)

(B) The truck is leaving the construction area. (/tk,rotah'qa/adita,ot/urup,)

(C) He is burning the garbage at the construction site. (Tl*e,lr ru /or",rnVyar.laXz ceer.)

(D) The construction debris is beine loaded into the trash container. CORRECT

23. (A) They are balancing the company's books. (Tleyat'o,rotlohgaoaoadrrrp.)

(B) The woman waits while the man looks. (Tl"g aro utet"aofitV.)

(C) The man and woman are reviewing a document. CORRECT

¨

(D) The woman watches the man prepare the invoice. (Tluy ar"u uorl,,rV trytl*.)
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24. (A) The boys are ignoring the speaker. (Tl'7 aru l,AAng A l,*.)

(B) They listen and watch while the man speaks. CORRECT

(C) He's teaching the boys how to paint the fence. (Tlot"o k a fuioe, lat rt rc a auot lotiln fu.

″
ι
り
″
7影,)

(D)The manぉ cOaching the botball team.イ 抒彎 ′ι蒻ッカ″′″ぶけ降′″″″ ίι″″)
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Chapter 4: Exam Part ll-Question-Response

Test-Taking Strategies

Question-Response Practice Set

Answer Key

Answers and Explanations

○■me Budgabr h威 ‖Approximady lo面 nutts

For this part of the exam, you will listen to 30 questions, and will hear three spoken responses. You
must decide the best response for each question. There will be an eight-second pause between
each question.

TEST‐TAKINC STRATECIES

STRATEGY l:KNOW THE D!REC「 !ONS

h b important to understand what you are being asked to do before you take the test.丁 he

directions will look something like thL:

1躙躍警1靭  轟:彗:窯騨警|  ‐
Listen to a Sample question:

Man:

Narrator:

Where is the meeting room?

KAPLA N
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Woman:

Narrator:

Woman:

Narrator:

Woman:

To meet the new superuisor.

B.

It's the second room on the left.

C.

No, at three o'clock.

Choice (B), /f's the second room on the left, best answers the question.

Srnnrrcy 2: Krrrow rHE QuEsfloN TypEs

The question types for Part ll can be divided into four broad categories:

1. Wh- information

2. Choice

3. Yes/No

4. Tag

Knowing the different kinds of question types will help you to anticipate answers and to eliminate

distractors.

Wh- lnformation Questions

l4lh- information questions are the most common type of question on the exam. They use question
words (who, whol where, why, when, and how). They ask about details and require answers that
provide specific information. The correct answers are usually nof simply "yes" or "no."

Question Word Examples

What + verb

Common verbs for Whof questions are:

do

be

have

will

can

could

should

would

might

Whot does Technoline lnc. charge for its seruices?

Whot oren? we supposed to delete?

Whot have you told Soroh regording the mix-up?

Whot will Ceorge say about the cost overruns?

Whot cont they ship by todoy?

Whot could we do to improve office morole?

Whot should hove been done differently?

Whot wouldnt you wont to chonge in the controct?

Whot might be cousing the deloy in shipping?
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Question Word Examples

The verbs that follow the word rzhof
can occur in all tenses, and they can be
positive or negative.

Whot + verb questions cover a large

number of topics. There is no "formula"

for predicting the correct answers. The

answers will depend on the specrfic verbs

used in the ouestions.

Whot + noun/noun phrose

The word whot can be followed by
singular or plural nouns or noun phrases.

Whot + noun/noun phrose questions

cover a large number of topics. There is

no 'Tormula" for predicting the correct
answers;the answers will depend on the
specific nouns or noun phrases used in

the ouestions.

Whot reoson did they give for not poying on time?

Whot time is the meeting?

Whot doy would be best for you?

Whot plons do you hove for exponding your morket
shore?

Whot kind of compony is Troglodyne?

Whot types of products does your compony sell?

Whot sort of person would be good ot this job?

Whot idioms

Certain idioms or fixed expressions are

formed with the word whot.

The words whot obout can be used to
make a suggestion. The answer will usually

be either an agreement or a disagreement
with the suggestion, plus a reason for
agreeing or disagreeing (e.9., Thot's o
good ideo, but . . .). The words nzhof

obout can also be used to ask the status

of something.

The words whot if asks about a

possibility-a situation that has not
happened but that is possible.

Whot obout. . .

Whotif...
Whot obout offering o discount on volume
pu rchoses? (Suggestion)

Whot obout their plon to downsize the workforce?
(Asking about status)

Whot if we hired temporory workers over the
holidoys?

Whot if nobodv likes the new odvertisement?

Where + verb

Common verbs for Where questions are:

do

be

have

will

can

could

Where did you put the Johnson project folder?

Where's the best ploce in town to go for sushi?

Where hove you decided to open your next store?

Where will the new secretory's desk go?

Where con I find more informotion on this?

Where could we go to get o better price?

¨
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Question Word Examples

should

would

The verbs that follow the word rarhere

can occur in all tenses, and they can be
positive or negative.

The answer to a Where question will be a

location, often with a preposition (e.g" On

Smith Street; On my desk; Over there; At
the post office; To the worehouse; etc.).

Where should I send the invoice?

Where would you like me to put these boxes?

Who + verb

Common verbs for t//ho questions are:

do

be

have

will

can

could

should

would

might

The verbs that follow the word who

can occur in all tenses, and they can be
positive or negative.

The answer to a Who question can be a

person's or a company's name (e.g., John
Wilson; Mrs. Smith; Gloxon lndustries), a

group (e.9., Our customers; The boord of
directors), or a person's title or rank (e.g.,

The accountonl President Kim).

Who didnT respond to our questionnoire?

Who's in chorge of morketing ot Broyburn lnc.?

Who hos the outhority to moke budget chonges?

lMo willwe send to the seminar?

lMo con we contod to get more informotion?

Who could hove known obout our plans?

Who should we coll to get the copier fixed?

Who would be the best condidote for troining?

Who might be interested in portnering with us on
the project?

Why + verb

Common verbs for Why questions are:

do

be

have

will

can

could

Why dont oll your stores corry the full produd line?

Why were the poychecks sent out late this week?

Why hasnT more been done to increose produaion?

Why won't Rebecco be ot the meeting?

Why con they moke the some product for less

money?

Why couldn't we hove gotten a better discount?
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Question Word Examples

should

would

might

The verbs that follow the word why can
occur in all tenses, and they can be
positive or negative.

The answer Io a Why question will be a
reason or explanation. Often, answers will
began with Becouse . . . or To . ..

Why should we woit onother month?

Why wouldnt they send the ports right owayT

Why might Tom not like the plon?

When + verb

Common verbs for Illhen ouestions are:

do

be

have

will

can

could

should

would

might

The verbs that follow the word when
can occur in all tenses, and they can be
positive or negative; however, negative
questions are uncommon.

The answer to a lilhen question will

usually indicate a time (e.g., On Fridoy;

Tomorrow; At five o'clock; ln six months).

When did they sign the ogreemenQ

When wos AIon supposed to be here?

When hos the meeting been scheduled for?

When will the next troin orrive?

When con I expect my order to be delivered?

When couldnt you go?

When should we leove for the airpoil
When would be o good time to callbock?

When might the loyoffs occur?

How + verb

Common verbs for How questions are:

do

be

have

will

can

could

should

would

might

How did SymTech get is stor0

How were you plonning to odveftise the products?

How hove the new tox lows offected us?

How will we meosure the plon's successT

How con customers contod us?

How could we better invest our profib?

How should the president have respondeil

How would you improve our website?

How might we get more doto obout our customers?
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Question Word Examples

The verbs that follow the word honz can occur

in alltenses, and they can be positive or

negative.

The answer to a How + verb question will

indicate the way in which something is done,

or it will indicate an action that can or should

be taken. Often, the answer will begin with

the word by (e.9., By sending o fox; By filling

out o form; By bus).

How + odjedive

Common adjectives for How questions are:

many

much

large

big

small

fast

slow

different

similar

long

near

far

close

The answer to a How + odjective question

will indicate a degree or an amount (e.g., Very

lorge; Not for; Ten minutes; Six hours).

施 w mση/eηρr。/eesあes/our compm/んσL/e2

月Oyt/mυ

“

σreめese2

HOyt/IGrgeた めe freむわf ere1/a10r7

〃Ov1/bむ ぶ/oυr rc7ζeSISわre7

月Ow sma〃 areめe rooms7

月ο″Fasi“n/oυ gerめe order ου
`7

施 yt/slo〃 照〕reめ e/1o ρσノ

Hο″dttrenォ σreめe餃)ρん月s2

月ο″simillarレにre r′与e οttrs7

月οⅣ/ong willl″ 鮨b ro ttli97

Hο″necrめe cilrpο″ぶめeんοle′

月071/Fc7rた めe mrehοuse Fro177んere7

故)″ close σre tte/ゎ bei19g fi19Jtte′

How + odverb

Common adverbs for How questions are:

often

quickly

swiftly

slowly

cheaply

The answer to a How + odverb question will
indicate a degree or an amounl (e.g., Foirly

often; ln two doys; For five dollars eoch).

How often is website content updoted?

How quickly con the project be finished?

How swiftly con we get it done?

How slowly does the mochine need to run?

How cheoply con we moke them?

¨
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Exam Paft ll-Question-Response

Question Word Examples

How about . .

How idioms

How come. . How come nobody's ever on time to meetings?

How mme fm olvwys ilte one vvho hos to stay lote?

How come the copier's olways out of toner?

How is it thot Rondy did oll the work, but lared
got ollthe credi?

How is it thot our competitors are doing so welD

How is itthat profits ore down when soles ore up?

How obout offering employees more oveftime
opportunities?

How obout toking o breok?

How obout getting John's input on this?

How is k that.…

The words how come. . . and how is it
thot. . . can both be used to complain.
Answers to these questions will usually be
reasons or explanations, often using the words
becouse...otto...
The words how come. . . and how is it
that.. . are both similar toWhy questions.

The phrase how about is a suggestion. The

answer will usually be either an agreement
or disagreement with the suggestion, plus a

reason for agreeing or disagreein g (e.9., Thot's

o good ideo, but. . .).

Choice Questions

Choice questions ask about choices and preferences. They require answers that provide specific
information. Choice questions often use the initial question word which.

Which suit do you like better?

The expected answer should indicate a specific choice or preference:

The blue one.

Often, Choice questions present the choices using the word or:

Would you like coffee or teo?

The expected answer should indicate a specific choice or preference:

Coffee, pleose, with o little creom.

KAPLAN
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Common phrases used in Choice questions include:

Which one/ones. . .

Which of these/those . . .

Which kind of/kinds of . . .

Which do you prefer. . .

Which do you like better . . .

Which would you choose. . .

WouldyoulikeAorB...

Common verbs used in Choice questions include the following. These all indicate that a choice or
preference is being asked about.

like

prefer

wont

choose

lf you hear a Choice question, listen for a response that indicates a preference or choice. The

answer to a Choice question is usually not simply "yes" or "no."

Yes/No Que$ions

Yes/No questions require an answer that is "yes," 'no," or an expression of uncertainty, such as, "l

don't know' or "l'm not sure."

Are you going to the conference in San Froncisco?

This question requires a yes/no response-either "yes," 'no," or an expression of uncertainty:

Yes, lom.

No, I'm not

l'm not sure.

Of course, other information can be added to the response:

Yes, in foQ I'll be making o presentotion.

No, they're sending John insteod.

l'm not sure; they might send John.

KAPLAN
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Note that the yes/no can be implied-not stated directly:

I'll be moking o presentotion.

They're sending John insteod.

They might send John.

Some common ways to say or imply "yes" include:

Okoy

Sure

No problem

I'd be glod to

Some common ways to say or imply "no" include:

Not reolly

Unfortunotely

l'm ofroid not

Some common ways to say or imply uncertainty include:

l'm not sure

ldon't know

Ithink so

I don? think so

Moybe

There are many kinds of Yes/No questions. Following are the most common kinds that appear on

the exam.

Verb Examples

Do + subject pronoun + infinitive

The verb do can occur in the present
or past tense, and it can be positive or
negative.

Do I need to workhis Soturday?

Do you go to the gym every doy?

Doesnt she work in the occounting deportment?

Does it require specioltraining to use?

Didnt they guorantee poyment within 90 doys?

Didn't we ship their order on Mondoy?
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Chapter Four

Verb Examples

Do + possessive adjedive + noun

The verb do can occur in the present

or past tense, and it can be positive or

negative.

The nouns can be singular or plural.

Does my stoff need to ottend the meeting?

Do your records motch ours?

Does his boss know whot he's been doing?

Don't its ports need to be seruiced soon?

Didn't our order get sent out on time?

Did their poyment cleor?

Do + -ing

The verb do can occur in the present

or past tense, and it can be positive or
negative.

Does paying in cosh meon we'll get o discount?

Did hiring more workers help your produaion problem?

Doesn't shipping by oir cost more?

Didnt instollina the wireless network toke o lot of time?

Be + subjed pronouns + odjedives

The verb be can occur in the present

or past tense, and it can be positive or

negative.

Am I lote for the meeting?

Are you hoppy with your new job?

ls Mr. Murphy sick todoy?

ls it foster thon the old one?

Are they expensive?

Aren't we lucky to hove Phoebe on our stoffl

Be + subjed pronouns + -ing

The verb be can occur in the present

or past tense, and it can be positive or
negative.

Am I doing this corredly?

Are you woiting to speok to Mr. Cravvford?

lsnt Julie Reiss running the deportment these doys?

ls it operoting more efficiently since it wos upgroded?

Are they coming to the porty?

Weren't we expecting o delivery from QualComp today?

Hove + subjed pronoun + post
porticiple

The verb hove can occur in the
present or past tense, and it can be
positive or negative.

Hove I worked here long enough to quolify for benefis?

Hovent you finished the Scottsdole repoft yeO

Hos she colled you obout the cost estimote?

Hosn't it cost too much money olreody?

HodnT they osked us to bill their client directly?

Hoven't we chonged vendors?
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Verb Examples

Con/Could + subject pronoun +
infinitive

The verbs con/could can be positive

or negative.
Con I send the documents to your home instead of your
office?

Could you come to work o little eorly tomorrow?

Couldnt she find o cheoper oportment?

Con it go ony faster thon thot?

Couldnt they hire you on o temporory bosis?

Con? we return it if it's domoged?

Could + subject pronoun +
hove + post porticiple

The verb could can be positive or
negative.

Couldnt I hove gone with him?

Could you hove finished quicker if you hod better tools?

Couldnt he hove gotten o better price somewhere else?

Could it hove been due to a clericol error?

Couldnt they hove woited o little longer?

Could we hove roised our prices too high?

Will+ subjed pronoun + infinitive

The verb will can be positive or
negative.

Wont I need to bring my own tools?

Will you toke your loptop with you?

Will she know where to go when she gets there?

Will it work when the temperoture is below freezing?

Will they hove enough time to finish everythingT

Wont we poy in cosh?

Will+ possessive odjective + noun

The verb will can be positive or
negative.

Will my poycheck be reody by this ofternoon?

Willyour compony be odding ony more stoff?

Will his plon get opprovol from the boord?

Wont iS soles just continue to decline?

Will our softwore work on their system?

Wont their website be updoted doily?

Wll+ -ing

The verb will can be positive or
negative.

Will repairing the computer be cheoper thon buying o
new one?

WonT moking reseruations online be foster?

Willtoking this medicine on on empty stomoch moke me
feel nouseoted?

Won? troveling by yourself be lonely?
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Verb Examples

Would + subject pronoun +
infinitive

The verb would can be positive or
neSatrve.

14/oυ〃′need lo ger apprOL/aノ Firsr7

14/oυ〃/oυ bu/mοre r we roνvereご Oυ「ρrice7

14/oυ〃んeめσge tto For ο1/emψよぬlryeγ7

,″bυ燿たloο b々e“er〃 νtt ρσrr7たごたわrue2

H/oυld/71め e/ρ reFer ro sttσ /σιめe ttxler ttο

“

′

H/oυ ldr71 νソe mσね mοre mοne/b/わL/esmgゎ んなん_rlSk

bOr7dζ 7

Would + possessrve adjedive +
noun

The verb would can be positive or
negative.

Would my solory go up if I toke the new position?

Would your office be o more convenient ploce to meetT

Would her boss reolly soy something like thotz

Would its ports breok less frequently if they were seruiced

more often?

Would their services be of use to us?

Would our stoff be willinq to work overtime on short notice?

Would + -ing

The verb would can be positive or
negative.

Would working from home be o possibility?

Wouldn't buying in bulk quontities be /ess expensive?

Would billing you monthly be more convenient?

Wouldn't flying be quicker thon driving?

Should + subjed pronoun +
infinitive

The verb should can be positive or

negauve.

Should I orronge o meeting with John?

Shouldn't you make your presentotion first?

Should Liso collto moke the reseruotions?

Shouldn't it be held in the conference room, insteod?

Should they upgrode their entire monufocturing system?

Should we oo to o loter show?

Should + possessrve adjective +
noun

The verb should can be oositive or

negauve.

Should my occountont coll you bock to discuss the detoils?

Shouldn't your order hove been delivered by now?

Should his file be updoted?

Shouldn't its ports be oiled every doy?

Should their offer be occepted?

Shouldn't our deportment hondle motters like thot?
KAPLAN
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Verb Examples

ダ,。urd+_ilng

The verb sわου〃can be positive or

negative.

Should smoking be bonned in public ploces?

Shouldnt training be required for all new employees?

Should billing be quorterly?

Shouldn't buying online be cheaper?

Tag Questions

Tag questions come at the end of sentences. They are used to check information, ask for
agreement or find out whether something is true. They are more common in spoken English than
they are in written English.

Chris works in the occounting depoftmenl doesnt he?

ln this case, the question is checking whether or not Chris works in the accounting department. The
speaker thinks this might be true but is not sure. Notice that the expected answer is "yes," "no," or
an expression of uncertainty:

No, he works in the morketing deportment

Tag questions repeat the auxiliary verb used in the sentence:

Dovid con come on Fridoy, cont he?

The capitol of Fronce is Poris, isnt iP

You dont toke the subwoy to worft do you?

You hovent seen my glosses onywhere, have you?

Notice that the tag is negative when the sentence verb is positive, and it is positive when the
sentence verb is negative:

John Moyer is the CEO of Exitron, isnt he?

John Moyer isnl the CEO of Exitron, is he?

t-t H
lf the sentence does not have an auxiliary verb, the question tag always uses a form of do:

You remembered to send the invoices, didnt you?

Sorah mode the reseruotions, didnl she?

Mr. Lee likes to ploy golt doesn't he?

Mork goes on vocotion next week doesnt he?

月fIJ
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Man:

Narrator:

Woman:

Nanator:

Woman:

Narrator:

Woman:

Woman:

Narrator:

Man:

Narrator:

Man:

Narrator:

Man:

Where is the meeting room?

A.

To meet the new superuisor.

B.

It's the second room on the left.

C.

No, ot three o'clock

How mony cups of coffee do you usuolly drink eoch doy?

A.

No more thon two.

B.

I hove two copies.

C.

I think thot's too mony.

Srnnrecy 5: Krrrow rHE DrsrRActoRs

There are four basic types of distractors for Part ll questions:

l. Similar-sounding words-This type of distractor uses words and phrases that sound similar

to the expected correct response.

2. Repetition of question words-This type of distractor repeats words and phrases used in the
question or statement.

3. lrrelevant responses-This type of distractor responds to a common misunderstanding of the
question or statement. Also included in this category are yes/no answers to Wh- information
questions andWh- information answers to Yes/No questions.

a. Hybrid distractors-This type of distractor uses combinations of the first three distractor types.

Look at the Part ll directions example again. You will hear:

Choice (A) uses the word meef, which is a repetition of the word meeting in the question. This is

an example of a repetition distractor. Choice (C) does not answer the question; however, if you

misunderstood the question as'When is the meeting?" this would be an appropriate response. This

is an example of an irrelevant response distractor.

Here is another example.
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The correct response is (A), No more thon nnzo. Choice (B) uses the word copies, which sounds
similar to coffee or coffees. This is an example of a similar-sounding distractor. Choice (C) repeats

the question word mony, and it uses the word foq which sounds like the expected word Rnro. This

is an example of a hybrid distractor using repetition of a question word and a similar-sounding word.

A set of responses may use more than one type of distractor at a time. Not all distractors fit neatly

into the categories we have outlined; some may seem to belong to more than one category.

Note also that each of these distractor types is similar because, in the end, they are inappropriate
responses to the question or statement. However, it is useful to look aLwhy they are inappropriate

and to understand what it is you must listen for.

Similar-Sounding Words

How mony poirs of tickets do we need?

A.

I eot chicken two or three times o week

B.

Four should be enough.

C.

Aet some peors, some opples, ond some cherries, too.

スreめere c7n/mOre copies ofめe anЛυσノrepο″re■7

ス.

た5めere sわοurd be c Fevvreヵ 。月めe ttherfri9め e rilb″γ

3
ⅣQノ勧 σfrai」 んe rei earr/め なoたm。。n.

C

L Iurnた力αめe月∝施脆りよ

This type of distractor uses words and phrases that sound similar to the expected correct r6sponse.
For example, you will hear:

Man:

Narrator:

Woman:

Nanator:

Woman:

Narrator:

Woman:

Man:

Narrator:

Woman:

Narrator:

Woman:

Narrator:

Woman:

The correct response is (B), Four should be enough. Choice (A) uses the word eof, which sounds a

little like need, and chicken, which sounds a little like fl'ckef. This is an example of a similar-sounding
distractor. Choice (C) uses the word peors, which sounds like the word pairs. This is another
example of a similar-sounding distractor.

Repetition of Question Words

This type of distractor repeats words and phrases used in the question or statement.
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The correct response is (A), /es, there should be o few left on the shelf in the librory. Choice (B)

repeats the question word /eft, but here it has a different meaning. This is an example of a repetition
distractor. Choice (C) repeats the question word left, but again, it has a different meaning. This is
another example of a repetition distractor.

lrrelevant Responses

This type of distractor responds to a common misunderstanding of the question or statement.

You willhear:

The correct response is choice (B) Af my cousin's house. Choice (A) answers the question , When

will you go to London? Choice (C) answers the Yes /No question, Will you go to London? Both

choices (A) and (C) are inelevant response distractors.

Hybrid Distractor

This type of distractor uses combinations of the first three distractor types.

You will hear:

Woman:

Narrator:

Man:

Nanator:

Man:

Narrator:

Man:

Man:

Narrator:

Woman:

Narrator:

Woman:

Narrator:

Woman:

Where will you stoy when you go to London?

l'm leoving on the tenth.

B.

At my cousin's house.

C.

Yes, I'm going there for o conference.

When's the deodline for submitting controct bids?

A.

They need to be in by five p.M. on Fridoy.

B.

No, not until ollthe controct bids ore in.

C.

You con submit your contoct informotion by emoil.

The correct response is (A), They need to be in by five p.u. on Fridoy. Choice (B) repeats the
question words controd bids, and it uses the word untr{ which might be expected in a response to a
l4lhen question. The response is also a Yes/No answer lo an Wh-information question. This distractor
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is a hybrid distractor combining repetition and an irrelevant response. Choice (C) repeats the
question word submit, and it uses the word contoct, which sounds similar lo controct. lt also uses

the phrase by emoil, because an expected response Io a When question often takes the form of
by + time word. This is an example of a hybrid distractor using repetition and similar-sounding
words.

Srnnrecy 4: Focus oN THE Punpose

Listen carefully to the question or statement that the first speaker makes. Ask yourself what the
intent of the first speaker is. Examine what kind of response the speaker expects. Determine
whether the response should be "yes" or "no," provide new information, or indicate an opinton or
offer advice.

Listen especially to the first word for clues as to whether the question is Yes/No or Wh- information.
Knowing the intent of the first speaker is a key step in the process of choosing the correct response.

Srnnrecy 5: EvnlunrE THE SrRreuerurs

Listen closely to the first word to determine what kind of question it is and to decrde what the
speaker's intent is. Once you know the intent of the question or statement, you must listen to and
evaluate the responses you hear. Because each response will be spoken only once, you must listen
carefully.

Listen for a response that closely matches the intent of the question. After you hear a statement that
is a close match to the answer you have been expecting, find the number for the question on your
answer sheet and mark the oval for the letter that matches your answer. Be sure to listen to all three
responses before you mark you answer sheet.

Srnnrecv 6: EunnrruATE STATEMENTS THAT Do Nor Fr
lf none of the responses match your expected answer very well, then you must eliminate any
choices that do not fit the situation. Listen carefully to the first word to determine what kind of
question it is. Eliminate any answers that are inappropriate. For example, eliminate a yes/no answer
to a Wh- information auestion.

Listen carefully to the tense used in the question and in the responses. Eliminate any answer
choices that use the wrong tense; for example, a past tense response to a question about a future
action.

lf you must guess, eliminate the answer choices that repeat words from the question. Very often,
these are distractors. Not always, but often.

69
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Srnnrrcv 7: AruswrR THE Cunnrrur Queslott Brrone

THE NEXT Orrre Becrrus

Make sure you answer every question as quickly as you can. You have only about eight seconds

to choose your answer for each question or statement. You should be finished with the current
question before the next one begins. lf you are still answering a question when the next one begins,

you might not hear the beginning of the question.

As soon as you have finished with a question, get ready to listen for the next one.

Srnnrrcv SuuuaRv

1. Knowthe directions.

2. Know the different kinds of question types.

5. Understand the basic types of distractors.

4. Focus on the purpose of the quesilon or statement.

5. Evaluate the statements you hear and mark the answer if you know it.

6. Eliminate statements that do not fit the situation and select the best match from what is left.

7. Be sure to answer the current question before the next question begins.

KAPLAN
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C)Time Budget:8 minutes for 24 questions

1. Mark your answer on your sheet.

2. Mark your answer on your sheet

3. Mark your answer on your sheet.

4. Mark your answer on your sheet.

5. Mark your answer on your sheet.

6. Mark your answer on your sheet.

7. Mark your answer on your sheet.

8. Mark your answer on your sheet.

9. Mark your answer on your sheet,

10. Mark your answer on your sheet.

1 l. Mark your answer on your sheet

12. Mark your answer on your sheet.
'13. Mark your answer on your sheet.

14. Mark your answer on your sheet.

15. Mark your answer on your sheet

16. Mark your answer on your sheet.

17. Mark your answer on your sheet.

I B. Mark your answer on your sheet.
.l9. 

Mark your answer on your sheet.

20. Mark your answer on your sheet.

21. Mark your answer on your sheet,

22. Mark your answer on your sheet

23. Mark your answer on your sheet.

24. Mark your answer on your sheet.
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〇 〇 〇

〇 〇 〇

〇 〇 〇

〇 〇 〇

〇 〇 〇

〇 〇 〇

〇 〇 〇

〇 〇 〇

〇 〇 〇

〇 〇 〇

〇 〇 〇

〇 〇 〇

〇 〇 〇

〇 〇 〇

〇 〇 〇

① OO

OOO

OOO

① OO

① OO

OOO

OOO

OOO

OOO
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ANSWER KEY
l.A

2.C

3.C

4.B

5.C

6.C

7.C

8.C

9・ B

10.A

ll.A

12.C

13.C

14.A

15.C

16.B

17.A

18.C

19.C

20.B

21.B

22.C

23.A

24.A

ANSWERS AND EXPLANATIONS
For each question, we have identified the question type (Wh-, Choice, Yes/No, or Tag). All of the
answer choices are included for each question, and in parentheses, there is an explanation of
exactly why the wrong answer choices are incorrect. For some questions, we have left the wrong-
answer explanations blank so that you can fill them in. The more you can analyze and explain the
enors in the wrong answer choices, the more skillful and efficient you will become at eliminating
incorrect choices and selecting the correct ones.

Sample responses for these ldentify the Error answer explanations are included at the end of the
Answers and Explanations section.

l. Is there anything good onTVtonight? (YedNo)

(A) The news comes on in about an hour. CORRECT

(B) Yes, the plant is on top of the television. (Double repetition of the words on and
W/television)

(C) Please find a different station. (Does not relate to the question)

2. Why did they cancel the reception for Mr. Chang? (lVhy)

(A) Her secretary did. (AnswersaWho question)

(B) He received the invitation. (Does not answer the question)

(C) He got sick. CORRECT
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Where can I buy a magazine? (Where)

(A) A cab just went by. (Plays on the words by andbuy)

(B) The store takes credit cards, I think. (Irrelevant)

(C) The newsstand on the corner. CORRECT

What type of business are you 11p. (What)

(A) Because I sold the house. (Irrelevant)

(B) I'm a banker. CORRECT

(C) I'll type it tomorrow. (Uses the verb form of.thewordtype)

Wouldyou like to work overtime tonight? (YedNo)

(A) No thanks, I have one. (Answers a question offering something)

(B) I'd rather begin at 8. (Plays on the word work: begin work/work overtime)

(C) Sure, I need the hours. CORRECT

Where is your final destination today? (Where)

(A) I'll be flying there. (Does not include a location; answers a How question)

(B) I'm leaving this afternoon. (Does not include a location; answers aWhen question)

(C) I'm going to Rome. CORRECT

7. It'll be a long trip, won't it?

(A) She tripped on the stairs, yes.

(B)No,Ileave next week.

(C)Yes,about four weekso CORRECT

8. Why don't we take a short break?

(A) My car got new brakes last summer.

(B) Yes, Lisa broke the plate by accident.

(C) Good idea, I'm getting tired. CORRECT

9. Whenwill the earnings reportbe issued? (When)

(A) It will be published in the newspaper. (Does not include a time reference; answers a

Where question)

(B) At the end of the first quarter. CORRECT

(C) Because the stock went up last week. (Wrong subject; wrong tense)

5.
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10.

12.

You subscribeto Business Monthly Magazine, don't you? (Tag)

(A) No, but my offi.ce does. CORRECT

(B) Yes,I heard the news on the radio. (Irrelevant)

(C) The mail is late today. (Wrong subject)

How are the contract negotiations coming along? (How)

(A) Our attorneys are reviewing the proposed changes. CORRECT

(B) We're almost finished with the progress report. (Irrelevant)

(C) They returned the rental car last night. (Answers aWhen question; irrelevant)

Who should we send to Buenos Aires? (INho)

(A) I'd recommend nextweek. (Answers aWhen question)

(B) Let's send out for lunch. (Answer repeats the word send)

(C) Jaime should go. CORRECT

Does Ali rent that house, or does he own it? (Choice)

(A) He used to rent a house in Alexandria. (Plays on the words Alexandria and Ali;
wrong tense)

(B) His cousin just bought a home downtown. (Irrelevant)

(C) He has a one-year lease. CORRECT

Has Ms. Matala finishedwith the samples? (Yes/No)

(A) Yes, she was right on schedule. CORRECT

(B) No, she was born in Finland. (Plays on the wordsf nished and Finland)

(C) She felt his action was justified. (Irrelevant)

13.

14.

15. What's the training workshop about?

(A) Sometime tomorrow afternoon.

(B) Somewhere in the new building.

(C) Something to do with team building. CORRECT

Why don't you apply for that new job posting?

(A) I worked on the second shift.
(B) I don't think I'm qualified. CORRECT
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(C) I'm walking to the post office.
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Is that pollution or just morning haze? (Choice)

(A) The latter; it should be gone by noon. CORRECT

(B) The industrial zone is located in the valley. (Answers aWhere question)

(C) The afternoon rain keeps the air clean. (Wrong subject)

Why don't we take a cruise for vacation? $fhy)
(A) Because the food is so good. (Does not make sense because the question is formed

negatively)

(B) So that we can get a free ticket. (Does not answer a negative question)

(C) That might be a nice change. CORRECT

Will Mr. Yoon write the report, or does he want me to do it? (Choice)

(A) He was right last time. (Plays on the words right and write)
(B) I think he reports directly to Mr. Yoon. (Verb form of the word report, not the noun

form)

(C) He'll do it himself. CORRECT

How many workers will we need for the Johnston building? (How)

(A) Construction has been ongoing for two years. (Refers to time, not to an amount)
(B) I estimate around a hundred. CORRECT

(C) We'll need to work overtime to finish. (Repeats the words need andwork)

Why don't you think about taking early retirement? (Why)

(A) I thought you retired. (Repeats part of retirement)

(B) Actually, I've been considering it. CORRECT

(C) I've worked for over thirtyyears. (Irrelevant)

Who's your favorite author? (Who)

(A) I prefer short stories over novels. (Answers aWhat question)

(B) Her favorite books are usually fiction. (Repeats thewofi.favorite;wrongsubject)

(C) It's hard for me to pick just one. CORRECT

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

…
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23. Don't you think interest rates will continue to go up?

(A) In the short term, I suppose so. CORRECT

(B) No, I am very interested.

(C) I had to drive up the hill.

24. What should we do with these files for the Wallrock lease?

(A) Leave them until Tuesday. CORRECT

(B) Your secretary has them.

(C) No, I sent them to Mr. Wallrock.

RESPONSES FOR IDENTIFY THE ERROR QUEST:ONS

7.It'Ⅱ  be along triP,won'tr(御″。)

(A)She t五 pped on thesねirs,rS(%″ ″滋″〃η・ι″ψ計娠 ″ )

(B)No,Ileave next week.()o修 お【ん物翡 滋 ″影滋 %み蔽 観イ錫″ノン ″ん″)

(C)Yes,about four weeks.CORRECT

8. へヽ段ly don't we take a short break?(御″0)

(A)My car got new brakeslastsummer.(′η″滋″瀦れ%″″みαZ好 )

(B) Yes, Lisa broke the plate by accident . (Play w tlo aorlc kul u//tvh)
(C) Good idea, I'm getting tired. CORRECT

15. What's the training workshop abottt? (Ulat)

(A) Sometime tomorrow afternoon. (4rcu*e Ab,r Taarhu)

(B) Somewhere in the new building. (A,rerrr"e Akru 7a*tru)
(C) Something to do with team building. CORRECT

16. Whydon'tyou applyforthat new job posting? (AQ)

(A) I worked on the second shift. (Iwlaafi; unry,'t*/ ultwco)
(B) I don't think I'm qualified. CORRECT

(C) I'm walking to the post office. (Play w tlo uorlaTostiry a,rl7art ffie)
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23. Don't you think interest rates will continue to go up? (%,s///t)

(A) In the short term, I suppose so. CORRECT

(B) No, I am very interested. (P/ay n tlo aor.la 
'ht?*?^et 

ulht€*?^eten)

(C) I had to drive up the hill. (Pfay o,r tlo uor"leyo,7 u//r"in 17)

24. What should we do with these files for the Wallrock lease? (Ml,at)

(A) Leave them until Tuesday. CORRECT

(B) Your secretary has them. (rfi,rer*e a AIo Trwhiu)

(C) No, I sent them to Mr. Wallrock. (Pepuk tlo uor.l lkllnool; arcu*s a I't/l*o 1axhb,)
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Part Two: The Listening Comprehension Section I zg

Chapter 5: Exam Part lll-Short Conversations

Test-Taking Strategies

Short Conversations Practice Set

Answer Key

Answers and Explanations

⑦■me Budgd brPan tt AppЮ対mdew 12而 nd“

For this part of the exam, you will listen to ten short conversations. There will be two speakers in
each conversation. In your exam booklet, you will see three questions, each with four responses;
you will also hear the guestion, but not the answer choices. For each question, you must pick the
response that best answers the question. There will be an eight-second pause between questions, and

an eight-second pause between the end of the last question and the start of the next conversation.

TEST‐TAKINC STRATECIES

Srnnrecv l: Krlow rHE DrREcfloNS

It is important to understand what you are being asked to do, and to be sure you know the
directions before you take the test. The directions will look something like this:

Directions:You will now hear a number of conversations between two people. You will be
asked to answer three questions about what the speakers say. Select the best response to each
question and mark the letter on your answer sheet. The conversations will be spoken only once
and will not be printed in your test book.

Please note that for this part of the TOEIC exam, the test maker will not provide sample questions,
as it does in Parts I and ll.
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Chapter Five

Narrator:

Woman:

Man:

Woman:

Man:

Narrator:

You will be able to read

Questions 4l through 43 refer to the following conversotion.

Something smells delicious in here . . . whot is it?

It's vegetoble losogno. I mode it for dinner lost night. I mode
too much, ond there's o lot left over, so I brought some for
todoy's lunch.

Wel| it reolly does smellwonderful. How did you leorn to
moke this?

It's my mothels fomily recipe-she got it from her
grondmother. l'd be hoppy to bring the recipe to work

tomorrow, if you'd like.

Number 4l: Whot ore the speakers moinly discussing?

the first question and the four answer choices in your test book:

However, here is an example illustrating the format of a typical Short Conversation, so you can start

becoming familiar with it.

41. What are the speakers mainly discussing?

(A) The man's family

(B) A problem the woman has

(C) The food the man has made

(D) The restaurants in the area

There will be an eight-second pause after the first question. Then you will hear:

Narrator: Number 42:Whot does the mon offer to do for the womon?

You will be able to read the second question and the four answer choices in your test book:

42. affhatdoes the man offer to do for the woman?

(A) Take her to lunch.

(B) Bring her his recipe.

(C) Introduce her to his family.

(D) Drive her to work the next day.

There will be an eight-second pause after the second question. Then you will hear:

ry9
Narrator: Number 43: Whot is probobly true obout the speakers?
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You will be able to read the third question and the four answer choices in your test book:

43. What is probably true about the speakers?

(A) They are neighbors.

(B) They are coworkers.

(C) They are in a restaurant.

(D) They are talking on the telephone.

Each question is spoken once, followed by an eight-second pause. This means for each question
you have only eight seconds to read the question and answer choices and mark your answer sheet.

Usually, there are two speakers, and each speaker has two turns at speaking. This is the four{ine
format. Occasionally, however, you will hear the second speaker only once; this is the three-line
format.

Part lll: Short Conversations
Two Formats

4-line format 5jine format

81

Speaterス

Speater g

Speaterス

Speaた「 3

Speoker A

Speaker B

Speoker A

Almost all the short conversations are in the four-line format. Both formats (four-line and threeJine)
are followed by three questions.

Srnnrrcv 2: Reno rHE FrRsr Fnru Qurslorrrs
Because you already know what the directions are, look at the first few questions in your test book
while the directions are playing. This will let you know what to expect and what you will need to
listen for.

Because the directions for Part lll are shor[ there is not much time to read ahead. However, try to
read as many questions as you can.

Srnnrrcv 5: Kruow rHE QuEsnoN TypEs AND Onoen

In Part lll, the questions usually ask for information in the order in which it was presented in the
conversation. This means that the first question will usually ask about something mentioned near
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the beginning, the second questron will ask about something that was mentioned in the middle,

and the third question will ask about something mentioned near the end.

There are three basic categories of questions for Part lll:

l. Gist-Cist questions will ask what the main topic is, where the conversation takes place, or

who the speakers are. They ask about the overall situation, rather than about specific details.

Common Cist ouestions include:

Whot ore the speokers moinly discussing?

Where does this conversotion probobly toke ploce?

Where do the speakers probobly work?

Who ore the speokers?

2. Detail-Detail questions ask about details mentioned in the conversation, such as what

someone did or has been asked to do; how a problem is being handled; or the order in

which things are to be done. They can ask about general information or very specific details.

Common Detail cuestions include:

Whot did the mon do?

Whot did the womon osk the mon to do?

How did the speokers solve their problem?

Which willthe mon do first?

When is the reoort due?

3. lmplication/lnference-lmplication/lnference questions ask about things that are not stated

directly by either of the speakers. They can ask about the speaker's intentions, emotions,

expectations, or probable future actions. Common lmplication/lnference questions include:

Whot does the womon intend to do next week?

Why is the mon disoppointed?

Whot does the womon expect the mon to do?

Whot will the mon probobly do next?

Some lmplication/lnference and Cist questions may seem to be similar. For example, a Cist

question that asks about where the conversation takes place requires an inference, in that the

conversation will provide enough information to make the location or setting of the conversation

obvious, but this information will not be stated directly. However, while some Cist questions require
you to understand an implication or make an inference, Cist questions focus on the larger picture

or the overall situation. lmplication/lnference questions deal with details about the speakers or the
situation.
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Common Part lll Question Patterns

The most common patterns for Part lll questions are:

Gist

Deta‖

lmplicalon/1nference

Other patterns are possible, but these are the three most common.

SrnnrecY 4: Krrrow rHE DsTRncroRs

To understand the kinds of Part lll distractors, and how they wor( you first need to understand how
TOEIC exam writers write TOEIC items.

All Part lll distractors must answer the question plousibly, that is, they must be possible answers to
the question. When you look at a Part lll question and the answer choices by themselves-without
hearing the conversation-each choice must answer the question in a logical and realistic way. For

example:

What did the man do on Monday?

(A) He left work early.

(B) He finished a report.
(C) He ate lunch at his desk.

(D) He replied to )ohn's email.

Without hearing the conversation, none of the answer choices can be eliminated. Each choice is a
plausible answer to the question, and there are no "impossible" answer choices. All Part lll items are

written in this way.

Another feature of Part lll items is that none of the questions is linked in any way. That is, the
information contained in a set of question and answer choices will not help you to answer any other
questions.

There are four basic types of distractors for Part lll questions:

l. Not mentioned-This type of distractor uses words, phrases, and ideas that are not
mentioned in the conversation. There is no connection to the language used in the
conversation. The distractor answers the question plausibly but does not relate to the
conversation.

Gist

Detail

Detail

Detail

Detail

Detail
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Narrator:

Woman:

Man:

Woman:

tvtan:

Narrator:

QυeSクοns 47めroυgん イ」 reFer Foめ e Fo/1oMng cott1/ersσ Fro月 .

5οmeめわg sme/1s delicioυ sわ んere _四んσl ls〃7

′滝 yegettble lasσgnσ .′ mσdb″ for drr7月er bSrρむ力ι/mσ (た

loο mυ(れ σ月ごめereζ σ rollett oyec sο ′broりんIsome For

todσ /七 /t/Лめ

んむιたreσlr/ぁ es sme〃 幽刀ぬrFt/1 Hο yt/diご
/oυ leσrnゎ

mσ e々めな7

″ζm/mοめerむ たIηrr/recrpe―も力e gοょ〃fromわ er

grar7ごmοめer′υ beわ3PⅣわbringめ e recrpe lo y1/o威

わmOrro喝 〃/oυυ like.

/Vυmberイ アfレ4/77σオσre rノ7e weσねrs mσわ1/dlscussわ g7

2. Repeated words-This type of distractor uses words, phrases, and ideas that are mentioned
in the conversation but changes them so that they are not true. The distractor answers the

question plausibly but is incorrect.

3. New words-This type of distractor introduces new words, phrases, or ideas that may be

associated with or implied by language and ideas expressed in the conversation but that are

untrue. The distractor answers the question plausibly but is incorrect.

4. Rephrase/paraphrase-This type of distractor takes the original language used in the

conversation and rephrases or paraphrases it in a way that makes it untrue. The distractor

answers the questions plausibly, but incorrectly.

Note that a set of answer choices may use more than one type of distractor at a time. Not all

distractors fit neatly into the categories outlined here; some may seem to belong to more than

one category. Note also that each of these distractor types is similar because, in the end, they are

incorrect answers to the question. However, it is usefulto look atwhy they are incorrect and to

understand what you must listen for.

Look at the Part lll directions example again. (Material in itollcs indicates what you will hear; material

in bold indicates what is printed in your test book.)

41. What are the speakers mainlydiscussing?

(A) The man's family
(B) A problem the woman has

(C) The food the man has made

(D) The restaurants in the area

This is a Cist question. The correct answer is choice (C). Choice (A) uses words, phrases, and

ideas mentioned in the conversation (mother, fomily, grondmother), but the main topic of
discussion is not the man's family. This is an example of a repeated words distractor. Choice (B)
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is not mentioned or implied. This is an example of a not mentioned distractor. Choice (D) is not
mentioned, but it uses the word restouront, which is associated with food and cooking. This is an
example of a new words distractor.

Narrator: Number 42: Whot does the mon offer to do for the womon?

42. What does the man offer to do for the woman?

(A) Take her to lunch.
(B) Bring her his recipe.

(C) Introduce her to his family.

(D) Drive her to work the next day.

This is a Detail question. The correct answer is (B). Choice (A) repeats the conversation word
lunch, but the man has not offered to take the woman to lunch. This is an example of a repeated
words distractor. Choice (C) repeats the conversation word family, which is also associated with the
conversation words mother and grondmofher. This is an example of a repeated words distractor
but could also be seen as a rephrase/paraphrase distractor. Choice (D) plays on a rephrasing or
paraphrasing of the words I'd be hoppy to bring the recipe to work tomorrow. . . The man offers
to bring his recipe to work the next day, not drive the woman to work This is an example of a

rephrase/paraphrase distractor.

Narrator: Number 43: What is probobly true obout the speokers?

43. What is probably true about the speakers?

(A) They are neighbors.

(B) They are coworkers.

(C) They are in a restaurant.

(D) They are talking on the telephone.

This is an Inference/lmplication question. The correct an$,ver is choice (B). Choice (A) is not mentioned
or implied and is an example of a not mentioned distractor. Choice (C) is not mentioned, but it uses
the word restauront, which is associated with the topics of food and cooking. This is an example
of a new words distractor. Choice (D) is not mentioned or implied. Because the woman can smell
the food, they must be in the same room at the same time. This is an example of a not mentioned
distractor.

Notice that for each question, all the distractors are plausible answers, and that none of the questions

or answer choices are of any help in answering other questions.
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Srnnrecv 5: Lrsruru FoR THE lruroRnnnnoru

By reading the questions in your test book, you will know what information to listen for in the

conversation. For example, if the first question is a Detail question asking about what one of the

speakers has done, you should listen carefully for words and phrases that indicate what that speaker

has done.

The conversations will often contain a lot of information that is nof tested. However, because you have

the questions in front of you in your test boo( you will know what information to be listening for.

Note that the questions for Part lll are all tillh- questions. There are no Yes/No questions. Review

Ihe Wh- question material in chapter 4 to help you focus on the kinds of information the questions

ask for and on the format of the expected answers. You should know, for example, that a When

question deals with time and that you will need to listen for time words (e.g, todoy, yesterdoy, this

ofternoon, ot l0 o'clock).

You will have to listen carefully to the conversation to get information you need. You will not be able
to read the questions and apply logic to answer the questions. Remember, the question and answer

choices used in one question will not help you to answer another question. The TOEIC exam writers

are very careful to avoid letting the information in one question and answer choice set help to

answer another question and answer choice set.

Pay attention to who each speaker is. Often, the relationship between the speakers is made very

clear, and there may be a question to test whether you understood this information. Sometimes the
distractors will use information that is true for one of the speakers but not the other. For example,

a man and woman might be discussing the man's vacation plans. For the question "What are the

speakers mainly discussing?" one of the distractors may refer to the woman's vacation plans.

Srnnrecv 6: Aruswrn Encn Qursroru rN YouR Owru Wonos

Read each question and predict the answer in your own words before reading the answer choices.

lf you understand the conversation, you should be able to answer all the questions in your own

words. For each question, your predicted answer-or one very closely matching it-should be among
the answer choices. Remember, there are no trick questions on the TOEIC exam. All the information

needed to answer the questions is presented in the conversation.

lf you read the answer choices first without answering the question in your own words, you will be

tempted to choose one of the distractors. lt is much better to have your own idea about the correct

answer first, before looking at the answer choices.

ry9
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Srnnrecv 7: EvnlunrE THE Aruswrn Cnolcrs
lf one of the answer choices is a close match to the answer you expect, mark the oval for that letter.

lf none of the responses matches your expected answer very well, you must eliminate as many
choices as you can. Remember, one question and answer choice set will not help you answer
another, so do not look at answer choices from one question for clues to answer another question.

Often, each answer choice uses words and phrases as they were spoken in the conversation.
However, if only one of the answer choices uses words and phrases from the conversation, this is
likely to be the correct one.

Srnnrecv 8: Er-rvrrlrrATE ANSWER CHorcES

lf none of the answer choices matches your expected answer very well, then you must eliminate
as many wrong choices as you can. lf you must guess, eliminate any choices that do not use words

and phrases from the conversation-the not mentioned distractor gpe. (Unless there is only one
choice that uses words and phrases from the conversation, in which case you should choose this as

the correct answer.) The not mentioned distractors are often the easiest to eliminate.

Srnnrecy 9: MnruncE YouR Trnne

Remember that there are only eight seconds between questions. There is also an eightsecond
pause between the end of the last question and the introduction for the next conversation. lf you spend

too much time on one set of questions, you may miss the beginning of the next conversation. You

will need to select your answer choice and mark it on your answer sheet as quickly as you can
to keep up with the test. Because you will hear the conversations only once, you must not allow
yourself to fall behind.

lf you find yourself running out of time, mark your answer sheet with your wild-guess letter (see
strategy 7 from chapter 2).Do not leave any questions unanswered.

Srnnrrcv 10: Reno rHE QUESIoNS FoR THE Nrxr CoruveRsRnoru

For each conversation, there is a brief introduction. For example, you will hear: "Questions 44
through 46 refer to the following conversotion " ldeally, you should have answered all three
questions for the current conversation before vou hear the introduction for the next conversation.
You should then immediately begin to read as many of the next set of questions as you can before
the conversation begins. This will help you focus on the information you need to listen for.
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Chapter目

"e

SrnnrrcY Sunnunnv

1. Know the directions.

2. Read the first few questions while the directions are playing.

3. Understand the question types and how questions are ordered.

4. Understand the basic types of distractors.

5. Listen for the information in the questions.

6. Answer each question in your own words before reading the choices.

7. Evaluate the answer choices and mark the answer if you know it.

B. Eliminate answer choices that are wrong and select the best match from what is left.

9. Manage your time and be sure to answer all three questions before the next conversation

begins.

10. Read the questions for the next conversation before it starts.

SHORT CONVERSAT10NS PRA《 IICE SET

鰊 Playtrack t t Audio Ct t to hearthe Sho威 ∞M…
⑦ ■me Budget:Apprommatw 12 mmuts br 24 questbns

Practice I

1. What are the speakers mainly discussing?

(A) Where they go on vacation

(B) When they take time offwork
(C) What they do everyweekend

(D) How many hours they work each week

2. What about the woman surprised the man?

(A) She seems to have a lot of vacation.

(B) She never works on Mondays.

(C) She never takes days offwork.
(D) She worls a lot of hours.

KAPLAN
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3. How is the man's job different from the woman's?

(A) He has less vacation.

(B) He has more vacation.

(C) He can work on weekends.

(D) He cannot work on weekends.

Practice 2

4. Who is the man?

(A) An employer

(B) A job applicant

(C) A recruitment officer

(D) A personnel manager

What kind of experience are the speakers talking about?

(A) Public speaking

(B) Project management

(C) Organizing events

(D) Computer repairs

6. What kind ofjob is being offered?

(A) Computer repair technician

(B) IT project manager

(C) Computer programmer

(D) University lecturer

Practice 3

7. Why is the man annoyed?

(A) A filing cabinet has been moved.

(B) He cannot find a document.

(C) He cannot understand a document.

(D) There is a mistake in the contract.
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8, What has the woman changed?

(A) The text of a contract

(B) The furniture
(C) The finance files

(D) The filing system

9. Where is the JDK contract file?

(A) In the top drawer of a cabinet

(B) In the third drawer from the top

(C) In the filing cabinet near the window

(D) In the filing cabinet near Mike's desk

Practice 4

10. What is the woman learning about?

(A) A camera

(B) A projector

(C) A printer

(D) A photocopier

11. What does the green button do?

(A) It switches offthe equipment.

(B) It puts the machine on standby.

(C) It switches on the equipment.

(D) It changes the brightness.

12. How can users change the size ofthe image?

(A) By pressing the "resize" button
(B) By pressing the blue arrows

(C) Bypressing the red button

(D) By turning the wheel
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Practice 5

13. What do the speakers want to reserve?

(A) A room for an office party

(B) A conference room
(C) A car

(D) A table at a restaurant

14. When was the reservation made?

(A) Monday
(B) Tuesday

(C) Thursday

(D) Friday

15. How long do the speakers need to wait?

(A) Half an hour

(B) Forty-five minutes

(C) An hour
(D) More than an hour

Practice 6

16. Whom is thewoman speakingto?

(A) Apoliceman
(B) Abus driver
(C) A passenger

(D) A travel agent

17. Where does thewomanwant to go?

(A) A train station

(B) The airport
(C) The bus station

(D) A subwavstation

…
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18.How manyminutes win the woman need to waltforthe nextbus?

(A)3

(B)5

(C)8

(D)15

Pradice 7

19。 What are the speakers mainly discussing?

(ハ)New safety rules

(B)Rcscheduling a meedng

(C)Prepa五ng for an inspection

(D)Ordering plastic

20, Who will Rory ca■ ?

(A)The dient

(B)The rest oftheir team

(C)The safety inspector

(D)The cOnsultant

21.Howwin Rory contacttheiFteam?

(A)By memO

(B)By phone

(C)Byema■

(D)By teXt message

practice 8

22.Where does Tonywork?

(A)In the maintenance department

(B)On the shop floor

(CI Inthe producttraining dcPartment

(D)In the SeFViCe Supphes dcPartment

…
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23.

24.

What is Tony's problem?

(A) He does not know what to order.

(B) He does not know how to order.

(C) He is not sure if he should order.

(D) He does not know where Mr. Logan's order is.

Why are Mr. Logan and Tony not together?

(A) Mr. Logan is ill.

(B) Mr. Logan is in another city.

(C) Tony is on the shop floor.

(D) Tony is in a meeting.

KAPLAN
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ANSWER KEY

l. B

2.A

3.D

4. B

5. B

6。 C

7: B

8.D

9.C

10.B

ll.B

12.D

13.D

14.D

15。 A

16.A

17.A

18.A

19.B

20. A

21. C

22. D

23. C

24. B

ANSWERS AND EXPTANATIONS

All of the answer choices are included for each question, and in parentheses, there is an explanation

of exactly why the wrong answer choices are incorrect. For some questions, we have left the wrong-

answer explanations blank so that you can fillthem in. The more you can analyze and explain the

errors in the wrong answer choices, the more skillful and efficient you will become at eliminating

incorrect choices and selecting the correct ones.

Sample responses for these ldentify the Enor answer explanations are included at the end of the

Answers and Explanations section.

Practice I

1. What are the speakers mainly discussing?

(A) Where they go on vacation. (This repeats the word vacation.)

(B) When theytake time offwork CORRECT

(C) What they do every weekend. (The woman says she works some weekends, but we do
not hear what the speakers do every weekend.)

(D) How many hours they work each week. (They talk about worh but do not mention
this detail.)

KAPLAN
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2. What about the woman surprised the man?

(A) She seems to have a lot of vacation. CORRECT

(B) She never works on Mondays. (She does not take only Mondays off.)
(C) She never takes days offwork. (In fact, she seems to take more time offthan he does.)

(D) She works a lot of hours. (They talk about work, but do not mention this detail.)

3. How is the man's job different from the woman's?

(A) He has less vacation. (This is what he thinks at first, but then we learn that she has the
same number of vacation days as he does.)

(B) He has more vacation. (The topic of the conversation is vacation time, but this is not
a true statement.)

(C) He can work on weekends. (Working on weekends is mentioned, but this is not a true
statement.)

(D) He cannotwork on weekends. CORRECT

Practice 2

4. Who is the man?

(A) An employer (The woman is a potential employer, but the man is not.)

(B) A job applicant CORRECT

(C) A recruitment offrcer (This is not mentioned.)

(D) A personnel manager (This repeats the wordsproTect manageffient.)

What kind of experience are the speakers talking about?

(A) Public speaking (This repeats the word speaking.)

(B) Project management CORRECT

(C) Organizing events (This repeats the word organizational.)

(D) Computer repairs (They are talking about programming, not making repairs.)

What kind of job is being offered?

(A) Computer repair technician (They are talking about programming, not repairs.)

(B) IT project manager (The woman would prefer someone with management potential,
but the current job is for a programmer.)

(C) Computer programmer CORRECT

(D) University lecturer (This repeats the word unittersity.)

6.

KAPLAN
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Practice 5

7. Whyis the man annoyed?

(A) A filing cabinet has been moved. (The files have been moved, but not the cabinet.)

(B) He cannot find a document. CORRECT

(C) He cannot understand a document. (He says "I can't understand it," but he is not
referring to the document.)

(D) There is a mistake in the contract. (This repeats the word contract.)

8. What has the woman changed?

(A) The text of a contract (This repeats the word contract.)

(B) The furniture (The files have been moved but not the cabinet.)

(C) The finance files (This repeats the wordfles.)

(D) The filing system CORRECT

9. Where is the IDK contract file?

(A) In the top drawer of a cabinet (The top drawer is mentioned, but the file is not there.)

(B) In the third drawer from the top (This repeats the phrase drawer from the top.)

(C) In the filing cabinet near the window CORRECT

(D) In the filing cabinet near Mike's desk (This is mentioned, but the file is not there.)

Practice 4

10. What is the woman learning about?

(A) A camera (This repeats the word camera.)

(B) Aprojector CORRECT

(C) A printer (This is clearly a related technology, but it is not mentioned.)

(D) A photocopier (This plays on the wordsphoto and, copy.)

11. What does the green button do?

(A) It switches offthe equipment. (The red button does this.)

(B) It puts the equipment on standby. CORRECT

(C) It switches on the equipment. (The red button does this.)

(D) It changes the brightness. (The blue button does this.)

ry9
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12. How can users change the size of the image?

(A) By pressing the "resize" button (This is not mentioned.)

(B) By pressing the blue arrows (These control brightness and color.)
(C) By pressing the red button (The red button switches the machine on and off.)

(D) By turning the wheel CORRECT

Practice 5

13. What do the speakers want to reserve?

(A) A room for an office parry (This repeats theword party.)

(B) A conference room (This is not mentioned.)

(C) A car (This repeats the word car.)

(D) A table at a restaurant CORRECT

14. When was the reservation made?

(A) Monday (This repeats theword Monday.)

(B) Tuesday (This repeats the word Tuesday.)

(C) Thursday (This is not mentioned.)

(D) FTidayCORRECT

15. How long do the speakers need to wait?

(A) HalfanhourCORRECT
(B) Forty-five minutes (This is not mentioned.)

(C) An hour (This is not mentioned.)

(D) More than an hour (This is not mentioned.)

Practice 6

16. Whom is the woman speaking to?

(A) ApolicemanCORRECT
(B) A bus driver (Buses are mentioned, but we do not address a driver as "officer.")
(C) A passenger (She is traveling, but we would not address another passenger as

"ofiflcer.")

(D) A travel agent (The topic is travel, but she is clearly in the middle of her journey, not
arranging it.)

KAPLAN
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17. Where does the womanwant to go?

(A) A train station CORRECT

(B) The airport (She has just come from the airport.)

(C) The bus station (This repeats the word bus.)

(D) A subway station (This repeats the words subway station.)

18. How many minutes will the woman need to wait for the next bus?

(A) 3 CORRECT

(B) 5 (This repeats the wordfire.)
(C) 8 (This repeats the word etght.)

(D) 15 (This repeats the word fifteen.)

Practice 7

19. What are the speakers mainly discussing?

(A) New safety rules

(B) Rescheduling a meeting CORRECT

(C) Preparing for an inspection

(D) Ordering plastic

20. Who will Rory call?

(A) The client CORRECT

(B) The rest of their team

(C) The safety inspector

(D) The consultant

21. Howwill Rorycontact their team?

(A) Bymemo
(B) Byphone
(C) ByemailCORRECT

(D) Bytext message

KAPLAN
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23.

Practice 8

22. Wheredoes Tonv work?

(A) In the maintenance department

(B) On the shop floor

(C) In the product training department

(D) In the service supplies department CORRECT

What is Tony's problem?

(A) He does not knowwhat to order.

(B) He does not know how to order.

(C) He is not sure if he should order. CORRECT

(D) He does not know where Mr. Logan's order is.

24. Why are Mr. Logan and Tony not together?

(A) Mr. Logan is ill.
(B) Mr. Logan is in another city. CORRECT

(C) Tony is on the shop floor.

(D) Tonyis in a meeting.

Rrsporusrs FoR lorrunry rHE ERRon Quesnorus

Practice 7

19. What are the speakers mainly discussing?

(A) New safety rules (Tl'* rcVente tlo r0,,/ €afrtf,)

(B) Rescheduling a meeting CORRECT

(C) Preparing for an inspectio n (4Ik ropatc tlo ua,/ hcpoohw)

(D) Ordering plastic (ftie re.patc tlz uor'//aet'2.)

20. Who willRorycall?

(A) The client CORRECT

(B) The rest of their team (#ooll/oorhottlen, latmt/ypl'0rc,)

(C) The safety inspector (Tl'a nVrak tlo oorlc eafvty heToofuiu.)

(D) The consultant (,91o k aafihrc/, lat tlo au 
'& 

qot reh/to ootrtaat lz*.)

|《APLAN
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21. Howwill Rory contact their team?

(A) By mem o (Tl,k,b a ooraor aethl to oorhotpt/., /at thb,b ut aofi;acl.)

(B) By phon e (#e oillwhat tlo alint lgTlare, ot tb aan.)

(C) Byemail CORRECT

(D) By text message 177* rya* tb o,il axaay)

Practice 8

22. Wheredoes Tony work?

(A) In the maintenance departm ent (Thb rcy'eate th uo& nuihaarao lEort*ort,)

(B) On the shop floor (TLierVraeil'e.uor&elopfoor,)

(C) Intheproducttrainingdepartment 1Tl'Arepatetlouor&p.olaotA,ai,riylc/or.taoft)

(D) In the service supplies department CORRXCT

23. WhatisTony's problem?

(A) He does not know what to order. (#o eag'a o,lat lp pt&, /at ll?s pt &0a, (t' h c,{,0^// o,'/*,1

(B) He does not know how to order. (/-l'a ic rct tl'o7nl/ca,)

(C) He is not sure if he should order. CORRECT

(D) He does not know where Mr. Logan's order is. (Tlk k rct eert';0rc/.)

24. ldhy are Mr. Logan and Tony not together?

(A) Mr. Logan isil. (TI,&',brutaa&0,r./)

(B) Mr. Logan is in another city. CORRECT

(C) Tony is on the shop floor. (Tl,ic k 0.eo, /at tkt,,b pt th ,*"^ ,U @ ar.o rot toyotlen)

(D) Tony is in a meeting. (Tl'**rctnofubrd)

KAPLAN


